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1. Introduction 

Everyday speech abounds in a number of 

conversational features including gossip that people 

indulge in, mostly on a daily basis, to exchange 

information and make evaluative comments about non-

present others as well as events. Indeed, gossip is an 

everyday speech event with which we are inundated 

most of the time. This is indicated by Dunbar (2004: 

105) who holds that gossip "accounts for approximately 

65% of speaking time, with only limited variation due to 

age and gender." Also Emler (as cited in Grosser, 

Lopez-Kidwell & Labianca, 2010: 178) maintains that 

two thirds of daily conversations include talk about 

absent parties. Gossip is also a ubiquitous activity 

practiced worldwide and prevalent in all cultures as 

indicated by Holland (1996: 200) who holds that "gossip 

appears to be universal among cultures as well as among 

individuals." Thus, this important social phenomenon 

has received attention due to its universality and the 

role it plays in creating social bonding between 

individuals and groups. 
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2. Aims of the Study 

Gossip is a collaborative and furtive speech event 

that takes place among friends, rather than strangers, 

and involves evaluative talk about events or absent 

people. Indeed, "to gossip, one must be disinclined to 

make the statement in the presence of the subject of the 

gossip" (Cuonzo, 2008: 131). That furtiveness is one of 

the main characteristics of gossip is expressed by 

Holland (1996: 204-205) as follows: 

The following characteristics are shared by peeping 

and gossiping: they take as their objects persons 

rather than things, they occur behind the subject's 

back, they are not guided by concern for the subject, 

they would cease if the subject entered, they focus on 

personal features of the subject, and they are 

pleasurable for the agent. 

As mentioned above, gossip is usually evaluative. 

This evaluative nature of gossip results from the failure 

of the subject of gossip to adhere to what is considered 

appropriate or acceptable behavior (Eggins & Slade, 

1997: 282). Besides having an evaluative quality, gossip 

also has a "distinctive and characteristic linguistic 

structure" (Eggins & Slade, 1997: 274). Because gossip 
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is a collaborative activity, participants in a gossip 

episode usually "co-construct the gossip" (Eggins & 

Slade, 1997: 276). They also indicate participation in the 

gossip episode by exchanging information about the 

absent person and commenting on what is said using 

various linguistic strategies. Thus, the purpose of the 

present study is twofold. Firstly, it attempts to examine 

the impact of age on the structure and strategies used 

by adolescent and adult Egyptians and native English 

speakers when gossiping. Secondly, it seeks to 

determine the similarities and/or differences in the 

strategies of gossip found in the speech of adolescent 

and adult Egyptian and native English speakers.  

 

3. Data and Methodology of the Study 

The data analyzed in this paper is derived from 20 

conversations that were audio-recorded over a period of 

two months. The duration of every conversation is 

about 20 to 30 minutes, yielding around eight hours of 

conversational data. The recorded conversations are 

equally divided between adolescents and adults, 

whether Egyptians or native English speakers. Within 

each age group, the conversations are also equally 
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divided between Egyptians and native English speakers. 

The data has been collected from various places, namely 

the Bibliotheca Alexandrina, social clubs in Alexandria, 

the TAFL (Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language) 

Center in Alexandria, the English Department in the 

Faculty of Arts, Alexandria University, as well as Khan 

El-Khalili in Cairo and aboard a Nile cruiser. 

Adolescent participants in this study are in the 17-

23 years age bracket. The total number of adolescent 

participants who were recorded is 50 (25 Egyptians and 

25 native English speakers). 60 adults (30 Egyptians and 

30 native English speakers) participated in this study. 

They range in age from 35 to 50. Native English 

speaking participants, whether adolescent or adult, are 

American and British. All participants have similar 

educational and socioeconomic backgrounds; 

adolescent Egyptians and native English speakers, are 

university students and come from middle-class families 

while adult participants, whether Egyptians or native 

English speakers, hold different positions: university 

staff members, housewives, managers, teachers, and 

accountants. Since spontaneous speech has to be 

recorded to ensure obtaining naturally-occurring data 
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and to avoid the observer's paradox, which refers to 

"the problem of observing how people speak when they 

are not being observed" (Labov, 1972: 256), 

participants' conversations were recorded without their 

awareness. However, after recording the conversations, 

participants were told that they were recorded and that 

the purpose of recording their conversations was to 

study some aspects of the conversational behavior of 

their age group. Participants then listened to the 

recordings and their consent to use the data was 

obtained. They were assured that their identities would 

be concealed and of the confidential treatment of the 

data. It is for this reason that all the names in the 

examples given in the analysis are pseudonyms. 

After recording the conversations, the data was 

transcribed by the researcher (see Appendix A for 

transcription conventions). Instances of talk in which 

speakers evaluated, whether positively or negatively, 

the character or behavior of non-present parties have 

been identified and analyzed. Appendix B includes 

transcripts of some extracts of some of the recorded 

conversations. These extracts are included in this 
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appendix because the gossip episodes in them are quite 

significant. 

In analyzing the data, the strategies and structure 

of gossip are examined in the speech of adolescent and 

adult Egyptians and native English speakers. 

Throughout the study, illustrative examples from the 

data are provided and explained. 

 

4. Review of Literature 

It is a widely held belief that gossip is a speech 

style most commonly engaged in by women. This belief 

is further supported by the etymology of the word 

which is "derived from the Old English 'godsibb' 

meaning grandparent, which came to be applied to 

familiar friends, but especially a woman's female friends 

[who were] present at the birth of a child" (Johnson, 

1994: 153) and "idly chattered among themselves" 

(Rosnow & Fine as cited in Grosser, Lopez-Kidwell, & 

Labianca, 2010: 179). Thus, gossip came to be 

attributed to "women's talk" (Brown, 1990; Caotes, 

1988; Eggins & Slade, 1997; Jones, 1980) and much 

research also underpins the association between gossip 

and women (Eder & Enke, 1991; Goodwin, 1980; 
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Kuttler, Parker, & La Greca, 2002; Rysman, 1977).This 

view is further supported by Deborah Jones' definition 

of gossip as: 

A way of talking between women in their roles as 

women, intimate in style, personal and domestic in 

topic and setting, a female cultural event which 

springs from and perpetuates the restrictions of the 

female role, but also gives the comfort of validation 

(Jones as cited in Johnson, 1994: 146).  

This quote shows that gossip is a typical female 

speech style that women resort to because they are 

excluded from the public domain. Thus, gossip "serves 

not only to provide comfort and mutual support within the 

group, it may also offer the opportunity to context 

oppression" (Johnson, 1994: 146). 

The gender of gossip has also been considered a 

crucial factor in considering a certain piece of talk to be 

gossip. For example, when referring to women, gossip is 

referred to as "idle talk", "small talk", and "chit-chat", 

and as "schmoozing", "networking", "shop talk" and as 

"shooting the breeze" and "killing some time together" 

when referring to men. Therefore, some males deny any 

association with gossip (Fine & Rosnow as cited in 
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Foster, 2003: 4; Rosnow as cited in Hambaugh, 2011: 

15). 

Due to the negative stereotype that gossip is an 

activity that is characteristic of female, rather than, 

male speech, researchers have attempted to define the 

term "gossip" to examine the nature of this 

phenomenon. For instance, Tebbutt and Marchington 

(1997: 716) provide a definition of the term as "talk 

about common acquaintances, either factual or 

fabricated." Eggins and Slade (1997: 276) also define the 

term in question as a genre of talk that "involves 

sharing opinions and judgments about a person's 

behavior or physical attributes, and by doing so implicitly 

asserting appropriate behavior or defining a physical 

norm" Finally, Nevo, Nevo, and Derech-Zehavi (1993: 

230) define the term as "verbal and written 

communication with no obvious conscious purpose 

regarding the personal matters of a third party." 

In the above definitions, it seems that, regardless 

of its content, the defining feature of gossip is the 

exchange of information about a non-present third 

party. In other words, authors agree that the absence of 

a third party is a requirement for the occurrence of 
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gossip. However, all these definitions lack an evaluative 

component expressed by Eder and Enke (1991: 494) in 

their definition of "gossip" as "evaluative talk about a 

person who is not present." Foster (2004: 83) also defines 

"gossip" as "the exchange of personal information 

(positive or negative) in an evaluative way (positive or 

negative) about absent third parties." Moreover, DiFonzo 

and Bordia (2007: 19) define "gossip" as "evaluative 

social talk about persons, usually not present, arising in 

the context of social networks."  

What all the above definitions have in common is 

their focus on people although the concept of gossip can 

also include an exchange of value-laden information 

about circumstances, events or objects, and not just 

people. Furthermore, the last three definitions highlight 

the importance of the evaluative component in the study 

of gossip. This idea is also expressed by Foster (2004: 

82) who holds that: 

Most exchanges of personal news carry with them 

some evaluative meaning implicit in the shared tacit 

knowledge, histories, and cultural norms of the 

conversationalists. Consequently, some theoretical 

social functions of gossip…are such that they would 
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be effectively eviscerated if the evaluative component 

were not an ingredient of the genre.  

In the present study, Foster's definition is adopted 

because it explicitly states the fact that the evaluative 

component can either be negative or positive. This view 

challenges the belief that gossip is an activity that is of a 

negative valence only. Indeed, researchers have shown 

that gossip does not always have to be negative. For 

example, Ben-Ze'ev (1994: 23) holds that "Contrary to 

its popular reputation, gossip is not basically concerned 

with detraction, slander, or character assassination. 

Negative information may be remembered better, and 

hence the illusory impression of its dominance."  

Blum-Kulka (as cited in Jaworski & Coupland, 

2005: 668) stresses the positive side of gossip and shows 

that it has "humanizing functions" because indulging in 

speech about other people forms an experience and 

helps build relationships by sharing and exchanging 

information with others. Thus, we become human. 

Dunbar (1992: 31) also asserts the existence of a positive 

evaluative component in gossip and highlights the role it 

plays in establishing social relationships. He argues 

that: 
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By talking to one person, we can find out a great deal 

about how others are likely to behave, how we should 

react to them when we actually meet them, and what 

kinds of relationships they have with the third 

parties. All these things allow us to coordinate our 

social relationships within a group more effectively. 

Besides studying the nature of gossip as a speech 

activity, researchers have also attempted to determine 

its social, individual and group functions. Socially, it has 

been found that gossip serves four functions: 

information, entertainment, influence and friendship 

(or intimacy) (Foster, 2003:7). As for the first function, 

gossip is considered an important mechanism of 

information exchange and is described as a vital means 

of gathering or disseminating information. Moreover, 

Bergmann (as cited in Foster, 2003: 8) holds that the 

unequal distribution of knowledge gives value to the 

information spread via gossip.  

In terms of entertainment, Spacks (1982: 31) holds 

that "It is the sheer fun which for most gossipers explains 

their involvement." Thus, the entertainment and 

recreational values of the gossipers can be the only 

reason for the occurrence of gossip. These values also 
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occur outside the actual exchange. In other words, 

whether gossip takes place before, during, or after a 

speech event, it provides important stimulation to break 

the monotony of life (Foster, 2004: 85).  

The influence function of gossip refers to three 

main points. First, gossip is considered an effective 

social mechanism as it could aim either at reforming or 

stigmatizing a sinner (Cox as cited in Foster, 2004: 86). 

Second, listening to gossip helps one know how to 

behave, what to do and what not to do because the 

"corporate culture" in an organization or a group relies 

on expressing norms and mores by means of various 

forms, the most common of which is gossip. Thus, 

cultural learning is a primary function of gossip as it 

enhances social comparison and social understanding 

(Foster, 2004: 86). Third, for gossip to be influential, 

norms for behavior must be agreed upon. Therefore, 

although susceptibility to the influence of gossip varies 

from one person to another, people conform to the 

accepted norms to protect their membership in their 

groups since deviating from established norms will "be 

circulated in the form of gossip" (Foster, 2004: 86-87).  
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Gossip's friendship or intimacy function refers to 

the role of gossip in establishing dyadic and group 

boundaries because it is more likely to take place 

between friends, rather than strangers since gossiping 

signals the gossipers' confidence in each other, their 

certainty of the security of the "dyadic boundary" as 

well as their understanding of the subtleties of the 

gossip. Therefore, gossip helps cement relationships and 

distinguish insiders from outsiders (Foster, 2003: 9).    

Establishing and cementing relations at the dyadic 

and group level is closely related to the individual and 

group functions of gossip. Indeed, gossip can bring 

considerable benefits to individuals and groups. At the 

individual level, exchanging information through gossip 

can provide individuals with relief from feelings of 

tension and anxiety (Michelson, van Iterson, & 

Waddington, 2010: 375). Gossip can also be an 

attention-seeking activity that aims to advance one's 

self-interest and self-image via social comparison and 

discrediting others (Michelson et al., 2010: 373). In a 

similar vein, Holland (1996: 201) holds that individuals 

gossip "to improve their standing by showing that they 

measure up favorably to accepted standards." In 
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addition, gossip can help individuals gain status and 

power over others because when it operates at the 

individual level, gossip is considered a mechanism for 

manipulating information. In this respect, gossipers 

learn to spread information which they believe can be 

used to gain status. This is because by assessing the 

behavior of others, gossipers show their positions with 

respect to the person being gossiped about (Pilkington, 

1998: 255; Warber, 2004: 6). 

At the group level, the circulation of information 

via gossip fosters social bonds among the participants 

and helps reinforce group norms, thereby enabling 

cultural learning (Michelson et al., 2010: 375). Gossip 

also strengthens group identity and creates group 

cohesion by "providing a sense of belonging to a limited 

circle" (Holland, 1996: 201). Furthermore, gossip 

signifies group membership, establishes group 

boundaries, and defines group norms by endorsing 

behavior approved by the group and deemed 

acceptable, and thus exclude those who breach 

established norms (Hambaugh, 2011: 23; Jaworski & 

Coupland, 2005: 668; Warber, 2004: 6).  
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The diversity of definitions and functions of gossip 

shows that this speech activity is prevalent in everyday 

conversations. Literature also indicates that there are 

different types of gossip that have been assigned 

different terms such as critical and uncritical, 

information sharing and judgmental, blame and praise 

gossip, good gossip and bad gossip, and positive and 

negative gossip (Michelson et al., 2010: 378).  

According to Foster (2004: 82), positive gossip 

involves the exchange of favorable information that is to 

the benefit of the gossipee while negative gossip involves 

the exchange of less favorable information.  Moreover, 

while positive gossip facilitates the formation of a 

group, establishes the social group rules for members to 

abide by, and tends to enhance a person's reputation, 

negative gossip acts as a punishment for behavior that 

transgresses established group norms and appropriate 

group behavior, and can tarnish a person's reputation 

(Hambaugh, 2011: 23, 28-29; Kurland & Pelled, 2000: 

430).  

A further distinction is made between work-

related (professional) and non-work-related (social) 

gossip. The former indicates "the degree to which gossip 
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is focused on a subject's work life, such as job 

performance, career progress, relationships with other 

organizational members, and general behavior in the 

workplace" (Kurland & Pelled, 2000: 430). Non-work-

related (social) gossip, on the other hand, refers to 

gossip about social topics concerning, but not limited to, 

personal relationships. The choice of topics of 

discussion in gossip depends on the gender of gossipers. 

Research shows that topics of men's gossip are in line 

with traditional male gender roles. Thus, men gossip 

about impersonal matters, sports, getting work, and 

learning a trade (Warber, 2004: 9). Moreover, men tend 

to discuss political rather than personal relationships, 

and if they talk about personal matters, this is more 

likely to be brief and devoid of details (Tannen, 1990: 

101). Women, on the other hand, are interested in the 

details of personal lives and focus on information about 

family and friends (Hambaugh, 2011: 48; Tannen, 1990: 

110). Thus, according to Holland (1996: 198), "topics of 

discussion in gossip are of a personal, though not 

necessarily a private nature."    

The present study adopts the structure of gossip 

proposed by Eder and Enke (1991) who examined the 
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structure of adolescent gossip due to their belief that 

analyzing "the structure of gossip among adolescents 

may help explain the strong tendency in gossip episodes 

toward negative evaluation and consensus" (Eder & 

Enke, 1991: 495). Eder and Enke's structure of a gossip 

episode is shown in figure (1): 
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Figure (1): The Structure of a Gosisp Episode (Eder & Enke, 1991: 499) 



In studying the structure of gossip, Eder and Enke 

(1991: 495) focus on "the ordering of acts within gossip 

episodes." As shown in figure (1), a gossip episode starts 

by the identification of a target followed by an 

expansion of identification, an evaluation of the target, 

and a request for clarification which can be followed by 

a response. The evaluation of the target is then followed 

by a number of "acts" including a request for 

clarification of the evaluation, an explanation, which 

can be followed by a summary or an expansion of 

evaluation, a support, an expansion of the evaluation, 

an exaggerated effect, or a challenge of the evaluation.  

  Eder and Enke (1991: 501) hold that any of these 

acts could occur at any point in the gossip episode 

except for challenges. They indicate that the reason for 

this is that "since the structure of gossip includes mainly 

acts that support the initial evaluation, it is much easier to 

continue to develop the expressed viewpoint of a group 

than it is to challenge it."  

Analyzing the structure of adolescent gossip shows 

how adolescents recognize and take part in a gossip 

episode. Eder and Enke (1991: 500) show that when a 

target is identified and evaluated, group members 

realize that this is the beginning of a gossip episode. If 
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they know the target, then they will start to take part in 

the gossip by providing explanations of the evaluation, 

expansions, and responses to clarification requests. 

Group members who are less familiar with the target 

ask for clarifications. They also indicate that "responses 

to evaluations are more important than the evaluations 

themselves in determining the nature of subsequent 

responses" (Eder & Enke, 1991: 505). In other words, 

initial responses to remarks about the identified target 

determine the nature of the responses in the remainder 

of the episode as "a supportive response constrains the 

group to continue to make additional supportive 

statements" (Eder & Enke, 1991: 495). 

Hallett, Harger, and Eder (2005) study the 

strategies of adult gossip through which they-adults-

change the structure of gossip proposed by Eder and 

Enke (1991), and examine the modes of interaction 

through which these strategies are accomplished. They 

identify two main strategies of adult gossip: indirectness 

and avoidance. The strategy of indirectness serves to 

protect gossipers because when this strategy is used, 

"the negative evaluations that characterize gossip remain 

implicit. If called to account, the gossipers could say 
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'that's not what was said'." (Hallett, Harger, & Eder, 

2005: 8). Avoidance helps protect and negate power and 

status because by using this strategy, the negative 

evaluations made about the absent target can be 

preempted or redirected to others. Thus, avoidance 

helps protect the target from the negative aspects of 

gossip and assigns them to others (Hallett, Harger, & 

Eder: 2005: 8). 

Hallett, Harger, and Eder (2005:26) indicate that 

the strategy of indirectness is accomplished by four 

modes of interaction: implied evaluation via 

juxtaposition, sarcasm to implicitly evaluate, a request 

for clarification that indirectly expands the evaluation, 

and sarcasm to implicitly challenge. The avoidance 

strategy, on the other hand, is accomplished via six 

modes of interaction, namely preemptive positive 

evaluation, partial challenge, switch to another target, 

preemptive topic change, forcing directness, and 

withdrawal of challenge. The authors have shown that 

the content of gossip is closely related to its form 

because identifying and understanding how adults 

gossip, i.e. the form of adult gossip, helps understand 

the content of gossip. They also indicate that although 
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the structure of adult gossip bears some resemblance to 

Eder and Enke's (1991) structure of gossip, adult gossip 

is more complex than adolescent gossip. This is because 

although adults identify and evaluate a target, support 

the evaluation, request clarification, and challenge, they 

use the strategies of indirectness and avoidance, thereby 

manipulate the basic structure of gossip because "while 

the indirect strategy keeps meaning implicit, the 

avoidance strategy shifts possible outcomes, placing the 

negative evaluations that are common to gossip 

elsewhere" (Hallett, Harger, & Eder, 2005: 2). 

To the best of the researcher's knowledge, no 

previous research has compared the structure and 

strategies of gossip in the speech of adolescents and 

adults nor studied this activity cross-culturally. 

Therefore, this paper fills two gaps in the literature:  it 

compares two different age groups (adolescents as 

compared to adults) and examines the effect of age on 

the structure and strategies of gossip.  
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5. Results and Discussion 

In this section, the strategies and structure used by 

adolescent and adult Egyptians and native English 

speakers are presented and analyzed. 

 

5.1 Adolescent Egyptians and Native English 

Speakers 

5.1.1 Strategies of Adolescent Gossip 

The data obtained in this study indicates that 

adolescent Egyptians and native English speakers 

employ a number of strategies when gossiping. Table (1) 

demonstrates these strategies as well as the frequency of 

their occurrence. 

Table (1): The Frequency of Occurrence of Gossip Strategies in the 

Speech of Adolescent Egyptians and Native English Speakers   
Strategy Egyptians Native English 

Speakers 

Total 

Partial 

agreement 

4 (44.5%) 5 (55.5%) 9 

Topic change 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 

Challenging the 

evaluation 

7 (54%) 6 (46%) 13 

Making 

suggestions 

3 (37.5%) 5 (62.5%) 8 

Using sarcasm to 

implicitly and 

negatively 

evaluate the 

target 

6 (60%) 4 (40%) 10 
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Table (1) shows that some strategies are used more 

by adolescent Egyptians while others are used more by 

adolescent native English speakers. Adolescent 

Egyptians tend to challenge each other's evaluation of 

the target in a gossip episode and evaluate him/her 

implicitly and negatively via sarcasm more than native 

English speakers. While challenging the evaluation 

occurs 7 times (54%) in the gossip episodes of 

adolescent Egyptians, it occurs 6 times (46%) in those of 

native English speakers. Using sarcasm to implicitly 

and negatively evaluate the target occurs 6 times (60%) 

in the gossip episodes adolescent Egyptians and 4 times 

(40%) in those of adolescent native English speakers in 

whose gossip episodes partial agreement and making 

suggestions occur 5 times each. In other words, these 

two strategies are used more by adolescent native 

English speakers than by adolescent Egyptians in whose 

gossip episodes partial agreement occurs 4 times 

(44.5%) and making suggestions occurs 3 times 

(37.5%). The strategy of topic change occurs 4 times in 

the gossip episodes of both adolescent Egyptians and 

native English speakers. Generally, the data reveals that 

adolescent Egyptians tend to challenge, rather than 

agree with, each other when gossiping. Therefore, the 
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percentage of using the strategy of challenging is higher 

than that of partial agreement (54% vs. 44.5%). The 

data also shows that sarcasm is common in the speech 

of adolescent Egyptians and this explains the high 

percentage of using sarcasm to implicitly and negatively 

evaluate the target in the gossip episodes of adolescent 

Egyptians (60% compared to 40% in the gossip 

episodes of adolescent native English speakers). Because 

changing the topic to end the gossip episode is common 

practice, it occurs 4 times (50%) in the gossip episodes 

of both adolescent Egyptians and native English 

speakers.   

A close examination of the gossip episodes in the 

speech of adolescents, both Egyptians and native 

English speakers, reveals that they employ similar 

strategies when gossiping. It has also been noticed that 

when all group members are familiar with the target, 

certain gossip strategies are used but when not all of 

them are familiar with the target, other strategies are 

used. The similar strategies used when there is shared 

knowledge of the target of gossip are partial agreement, 

topic change, and a challenge of the evaluation. 

Although challenging the evaluation was an act in 
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response to the initial evaluation in Eder and Enke's 

(1991) study, the data in the present study shows that it 

is a gossip strategy achieved by using four techniques. 

These are: defending the target, making a positive 

evaluation of the target, asking a question to elicit 

agreement to the counter viewpoint, and criticizing the 

other speaker. 

Partial agreement, as shown in extracts (1) and (2) 

below, is indicated by the use of words like "True" and 

"No", and phrases like "That's correct" and "you're 

right". These words and phrases are then followed by 

the conjunction "but" which shows that there is some 

disagreement with the other speaker's proposition, and 

this is evidenced in making negative evaluations after 

"but".  

Extract (1): 

1- Tom: What you're saying isn't true. Sally is 

right; she said these parts weren't important but 

she explained everything else. 

2- Kara: And she did a couple of exercises on the 

parts she explained. 

3- Maria: True but most of our answers in class 

were incorrect. Doesn't that tell you something? 
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In extract (1), three native English speaking 

students are talking about their Arabic teacher. Maria 

believes that the teacher did not cover the lesson well. In 

line 1, Tom challenges Maria's proposition and defends 

the teacher. In line 2, Kara expands on Tom's 

explanation and Maria partially agrees with Kara in 

line 3 by saying "True" then she immediately criticizes 

her-Kara's- comment saying "but most of our answers in 

class were incorrect."  

 

Extract (2) 

1- Basma: howwa kaan bijzaʕaɁ lelli kaanu kol 

ʃowaјјa biјeʕmelu ħârâkât ʁâlâṭ wi ʕandu ħaɁ laɁin 

kol ħârâkâ fi Ɂelsebaaħa laazim tebɁa ṣâħ 

"He was yelling at those who made wrong 

movements, and he's right because every 

movement in swimming must be correct." 

 

2- Esraa: kallamik maẓbuuṭ bas miʃ keda da kaan 

mezawedha Ɂawi Ɂana miʃ fahma howwa leeh 

ʃaajef nafsu keda saʕaat 
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"That's correct but not in this way. He overdid it 

and I don't understand why he's so full of himself 

sometimes." 

 

3- Basma: boṣṣi howwa ṣâħiiħ saʕaat bijetkalim 

ketiir bas biṣârâħâ lamma bineʕmil Ɂelħârâkât 

kollaha ṣâħ bijʃagaʕna walla tenkeri Ɂenu bijeʕmil 

keda 

"Look, it's true that sometimes he talks a lot but 

honestly, he encourages us when we do the 

movements correctly. Do you deny that?" 

 

4- Esraa: laɁ bas bârdu dammu teɁiil ʕala Ɂalbi wi 

kamaan miʃ min ħaɁu Ɂenu јellabaχ fiina walla 

Ɂana ʁâlṭâna 

"No but still I don't like him, and also he has no 

right to scold us or am I mistaken?" 

 

5- Basma: maʕaaki ħaɁ bas howwa miʃ biјјeʕmel 

keda ʕâlâ ṭuul 

"You're right but he doesn't do this all the time." 
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In this extract, two Egyptian friends, Esraa and 

Basma, are talking about their trainer. In line 1, Basma 

defends the target and justifies his yelling at girls in the 

swimming practice. In line 2, Esraa agrees with Basma 

but this is only partial agreement because she 

immediately makes a negative evaluation saying that he 

is "full of himself". Basma partially agrees with Esraa 

in line 3 by making a negative evaluation of the trainer 

that supports her-Esraa's-evaluation of him in line 2 

and then makes a positive evaluation. After making this 

positive evaluation, Basma asks a question in line 3 to 

make Esraa agree with her and the latter agrees. 

However, her agreement is only partial as she then 

makes another negative evaluation of the target saying, 

"he has no right to scold us" and asks "am I mistaken?" 

Although Basma agrees in line 5, again this is just 

partial agreement because she defends the trainer 

saying "but he doesn't do this all the time." 

Topic change is used to end the gossip episode 

when there is no convergence in the speakers' opinions 

and the conversations are structured around challenges 

and counter challenges. This strategy is shown in 

extracts (3) and (4): 
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Extract (3) 

1- Maria: True but most of our answers in class 

were incorrect. Doesn't that tell you something? 

2- Tom: But she explained why our answers were 

incorrect and said the correct ones. 

3- Maria: Anyway let's just forget the homework 

and all this stuff. What's the plan for the weekend? 

In extract (3), Maria tries to criticize the target-the 

Arabic teacher- in line 1 but Tom jumps in to provide a 

positive evaluation of the teacher thereby challenge 

Maria's proposition. Then Maria changes the topic in 

line 3 by asking about the plan for the weekend to avoid 

making further negative evaluations about the teacher 

as she knows that her colleagues will challenge her 

comments. 

 

Extract (4) 

1- Omar: ṭâbʕân misaali wi ʕaadel laaɁenu miʃ min 

Ɂelʕadl Ɂenu јesaawi been Ɂelli Ɂeʃtaʁal we Ɂelli 

maʃtaʁalʃ 
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"Of course he's ideal and fair because it's not fair 

to treat those who worked hard and those who 

didn't work equally." 

 

2- Mustafa: χalluna neʃuuf ħaneʕmil Ɂeeh fi 

Ɂilbaħas 

"Let's see what we'll do in the research paper." 

 

3- Aya: ʕandaak ħaɁ јalla nebdaɁ Ɂelʃoʁl 

"You're right. Let's get to work." 

In this extract, a group of Egyptian university 

students are in the Bibliotheca Alexandrina working on 

a research paper, and they are dissatisfied with the 

topic on which they are supposed to do a research 

paper. Omar defends the target-Dr. Emad who is their 

professor - against his colleagues' criticism of him. In 

line 2, Mustafa changes the topic and tells his friends to 

start thinking of what they will do in the research paper 

and Aya supports him in the next line. Thus, Mustafa 

and Aya attempt to end the gossip episode. 
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As mentioned earlier, group members use four 

techniques to challenge each other's propositions, 

namely defending the target, making positive 

evaluations of him/her, asking a question to elicit 

agreement, and criticizing the other speaker. These 

techniques are not used by any speaker who wants to 

challenge the other speaker. In other words, they are 

not used by all the participants in the gossip episodes. 

Rather, they are used by the speakers who disagree 

with the initial evaluation made about the target at the 

beginning of the gossip episode. Then, when the 

speakers who make the initial evaluation wish to 

disagree with those who challenge their evaluations, 

they challenge them by making negative evaluations of 

the target. The first two techniques, namely defending 

the target and making positive evaluations of him/her 

are shown in extracts (5) and (6). 

 

Extract (5) 

1- Tom: Can't say I did it really well. I don't think 

any of us got the whole lecture but maybe [ 

2- Maria:                                                 [may 

be the teacher didn't cover the lesson well. 
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3- Kara: No, I can't blame her. She did a good job. 

You're not being fair, Maria. Remember, you 

couldn't concentrate well the other day coz you 

weren't feeling well. 

4- Maria: but she skipped some parts and I don't 

remember she made it clear why she did so. 

5- Tom: What you're saying isn't true. Sally is 

right; she said these parts weren't important but 

she explained everything else. 

6- Kara: And she did a couple of exercises on the 

parts she explained.  

7- Maria: True but most of our answers in class 

were incorrect. Doesn't that tell you something? 

8- Tom: But she explained why our answers were 

incorrect and said the correct ones. 

In extract (5), Maria identifies the Arabic teacher 

as the target of gossip in line 2 and evaluates her 

negatively. However, in line 3, Kara makes a positive 

evaluation of the teacher and defends her saying "I 

can't blame her. She did a good job." When Maria 

disagrees with Kara in line 4 and provides another 

negative evaluation of the teacher, Tom challenges her 
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proposition in line 5 and defends the teacher. So he 

provides support for Kara's initial challenge in line 3, 

saying "she said these parts weren't important but she 

explained everything else." In line 6, Kara agrees with 

Tom and expands on his positive evaluation of the 

teacher. When Maria challenges Kara in line 7, Tom 

makes another positive evaluation in line 8 to defend the 

target. 

 

Extract (6) 

1- Mona: wi howwa keda jebɁa misaali meʃ keda 

"And this makes him ideal, yes?" 

 

2- Omar: ṭâbʕân misaali wi ʕaadel laaɁenu miʃ min 

Ɂelʕadl Ɂenu јesaawi been Ɂelli Ɂeʃtaʁal we Ɂelli 

maʃtaʁalʃ 

"Of course he's ideal and fair because it's not fair 

to treat those who worked hard and those who 

didn't work equally." 

In this extract, Mona's comment in line 1 has a 

sarcastic tone that serves as another implied negative 

evaluation of the target but Omar confirms the positive 
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quality of the target and makes another positive 

evaluation by describing the doctor as "fair" and 

expands on his positive evaluation in an attempt to 

confirm his viewpoint of the target.  

The third challenging technique, namely asking a 

question to elicit agreement, is used by adolescent 

Egyptians only and is not found in the speech of 

adolescent native English speakers. This technique is 

illustrated in extracts (7) and (8). 

 

Extract (7) 

1- Mustafa: baaјen ʕaleeh fakerna Ɂaħmad zoweel 

fi zamaanu 

"It seems he thinks we're Ahmed Zoweil." 

 

2- Omar: mafiiʃ moʃkela Ɂen Ɂeħna neʃtaʁal wi 

netʕab Ɂaħmad zoweel mawâṣâlʃ lelli howwa fi 

bishuula walla Ɂeeh? 

"It's ok that we work really hard. Did Ahmed 

Zoweil reach such a high rank easily?" 
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In this extract, Mustafa makes fun of the target as 

the latter wants them to work hard so he comments by 

saying, "It seems he thinks we're Ahmed Zoweil" but 

Omar defends the target and asks Mustafa "Did Ahmed 

Zoweil didn't reach such a high rank easily?" to elicit 

agreement to the truth of what he is saying. 

 

Extract (8)  

1- Ahmed: biјoħʃor nafsu fi kol ħaaga teχoṣṣeni 

Ɂana ɁitχanaɁt 

"He interferes in everything that concerns me. I've 

had it." 

 

2- Karim: Ɂakiid howwa ʕaajez mâṣlâħtak ʕaadi 

zajjo zaј Ɂaј Ɂâb Ɂaw Ɂom ma ʕaјziin mâṣlâħet 

weladhom walla Ɂana batkallem Ɂaј kalaam 

"He surely wants what's good for you just like all 

parents who want what's good for their kids. Am I 

talking nonsense?" 

In extract (8), Ahmed and Karim, two Egyptian 

friends, are talking about the former's father. Ahmed 

complains that his father always interferes in 
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everything in his life. Because Karim does not have 

sufficient knowledge that would enable him to support 

or challenge Ahmed's proposition, he replies in line 2 by 

making a general comment saying that parents want 

what is best for their children. Then he asks the 

question "Am I talking nonsense?" to force Ahmed to 

agree to his proposition.  

Criticizing the other speaker, which is the last 

challenging technique, is shown in extracts (9) and (10). 

 

Extract (9)  

1- Aya: ʕala râɁјâk miʃ marin χââlis 

"You're right; he's not lenient at all." 

 

2- Mustafa: wi Ɂiidu naʃfa Ɂawii fi Ɂeldârâgâât 

"And he's not generous when it comes to marks." 

 

3- Omar: Ɂentu biteddalaʕu ɁilmasɁala miʃ 

masɁalet Ɂenu miʃ marin Ɂaw Ɂeedu naʃfa fi 

Ɂeldârâgâât Ɂeldoktor da ħaɁɁaani laɁenu bijeddi 
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kol ṭââlib ħaɁu Ɂelli jestaħaɁu bilzâbṭ wi ʕala Ɂad 

ma Ɂeʃtaʁal 

"You're spoiled. It's not a matter of not being 

lenient or ungenerous with marks. The doctor is 

fair and gives every student his/her due depending 

on how much he/she worked." 

 In extract (9), Aya and Mustafa make negative 

evaluations of the target by describing him as "not 

lenient" and "not generous when it comes to marks" but 

Omar criticizes his colleagues saying, "you're spoiled," 

and makes another positive evaluation of the target that 

serves to defend him. 

 

Extract (10) 

1- Tom: Can't say I did it really well. I don't think 

any of us got the whole lecture but maybe [ 

2- Maria:                           [may be 

the teacher didn't cover the lesson well. 

3- Kara: No, I can't blame her. She did a good job. 

You're not being fair, Maria. Remember, you 

couldn't concentrate well the other day coz you 

weren't feeling well. 
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In extract (10), the gossip episode starts in line 2 

when Maria identifies the Arabic teacher as the target 

of gossip and makes a negative evaluation of her. 

However, Maria's negative evaluation is challenged by 

Kara in line 3 who explicitly disagrees with Maria and 

defends the teacher saying, "I can't blame her. She did a 

good job," and criticizes her colleague by accusing her 

of not being fair because she did not concentrate well in 

class as she was not feeling well. 

The above-mentioned strategies, namely partial 

agreement, topic change, and challenging, are found in 

conversations in which there is shared knowledge of the 

target among the group members. However, one gossip 

strategy which is common between adolescent 

Egyptians and native English speakers and which is 

used when not all group members are familiar with the 

target is making suggestions. This strategy is illustrated 

in extracts (11) and (12). 
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Extract (11) 

1- Laura: Why don't you ask him what's wrong? 

2- Clara: No good. It won't work. Things are just 

so messed up between us. We don't seem to click 

anymore. 

In extract (11), Clara and Laura, two native 

English speaking friends, are discussing the former's 

relationship with her boyfriend, Tim. Laura here makes 

a suggestion in an attempt to help Clara find a solution 

to the problem she has with her boyfriend, and the 

latter evaluates the suggestion saying "No good. It won't 

work" and explains the reason for her evaluation. 

 

Extract (12) 

1- Karim: ṭâјјeb ħaawel tetkalem maʕaa taani wi 

teqneʕu bi raɁјak wi Ɂesmaʕ weghet nâẓâru 

јemken waaħed menkom јeɁdar јeqneʕ Ɂeltaani bi 

weghet nâẓâru Ɂaw tewṣâlu leħal wâsâṭ 

"Ok, try to talk to him again and convince him of 

your opinion, and listen to his viewpoint. May be 

one of you will be able to convince the other of his 

viewpoint or you might reach a compromise." 
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2- Ahmed: miʃ ħaјgiib nattiga laɁenu ʕenadi wi 

moṣâmim јeχalliini ɁaɁadim waraɁi fi Ɂeltegârâ 

"This will be useless because he is stubborn and 

insists on making me present my papers in the 

faculty of commerce." 

In extract (12), Karim suggests that Ahmed talks 

to his father to try to solve the problem but Ahmed 

rejects the suggestion by making another negative 

evaluation of his father by describing him as 

"stubborn". 

Only the initiators of the gossip episode in extracts 

(11) and (12) are familiar with the target. The other 

group members in these extracts seem to have 

insufficient background knowledge about the target and 

so they make suggestions in an attempt to help the other 

speakers-the initiators of the gossip episode-by offering 

possible solutions to their problems.  

One strategy that is common between adolescent 

Egyptians and native English speakers, whether there is 

shared, or lack of, background knowledge about the 

target, is the use sarcasm to implicitly and negatively 
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evaluate the target. This strategy is found in extract (13) 

from conversation (2) (see Appendix B), in which all 

group members are familiar with the target, and extract 

(14) from conversation (5) (see Appendix B), in which 

Jane does not have enough background knowledge 

about the target. In the two extracts, speakers employ 

this strategy by using positive adjectives which imply 

that the opposite is what is meant.  

 

Extract (13) 

1-Omar: Ɂentu biteddalaʕu ɁilmasɁala miʃ 

masɁalet Ɂenu miʃ marin Ɂaw Ɂeedu naʃfa fi 

Ɂeldârâgâât Ɂeldoktor da ħaɁɁaani laɁenu bijeddi 

kol ṭââlib ħaɁu Ɂelli jestaħaɁu bilzâbṭ wi ʕala Ɂad 

ma Ɂeʃtaʁal 

"You're spoiled. It's not a matter of not being 

lenient or ungenerous with marks. The doctor is 

fair and gives every student his/her due depending 

on how much he/she worked." 

 

2-Mona: wi howwa keda jebɁa misaali meʃ keda 

"And this makes him ideal, yes?" 
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In this extract, when Omar makes a positive 

evaluation of the target in line 1, Mona makes a 

sarcastic comment in the form of a positive evaluation 

of the target by using the positive adjective "ideal". 

 

Extract (14) 

1- Sara: Glad it's break time. 

2- Jane: Yeah 

3-Sara: But what I need is not a break between 

classes. I need a break from Julia, my special 

roommate, my beloved roommate. 

In this extract, two native English speaking 

students, Sara and Jane, are talking about Julia, Sara's 

roommate. Sara says that what she needs is not a break 

from classes but a break from her roommate who she 

sarcastically describes using two positive adjectives: 

"special" and "beloved". 

The above analysis demonstrates that adolescent 

Egyptians and native English speakers employ similar, 

rather than different, strategies when gossiping. The use 

of these similar strategies depends on the presence or 
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absence of shared knowledge of the target of gossip 

among participants in the gossip episode. 

 

5.1.2 Structure of Adolescent Gossip 

The structure of gossip in the speech of adolescent 

Egyptians and native English speakers is generally 

similar to the structure of adolescents' speech proposed 

by Eder and Enke (1991). Extracts (15) and (16) 

demonstrate the structure of adolescents' gossip in the 

present study. 

Extract (15) 

1- Mona: doktor ṣâʕb Ɂawi Ɂeeh Ɂelmawḍuuʕ 

Ɂilbaaјeχχ Ɂelli ʕâṭâholna ʕaʃaan Ɂilbaħs da 

"Dr. Emad is so difficult. What's this uninteresting 

topic that he gave us for the research paper?" 

 

2- Aya: Ɂaјwa wi miʃ keda wi bas da kamaan 

mârâḍââʃ јeχallina neʁâјјâr Ɂelmawḍuuʕ biħeget 

Ɂenu ʕaјzna nebzil maghuud wi nestaʕmil mârâgeʕ 

moχtalifa 
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"Yes and not only this. He also refused to make us 

change the topic under the pretext that he wants us 

to exert an effort and use different references."  

In this extract, Mona identifies Dr. Emad, a 

university teacher, as the target of gossip and makes a 

negative evaluation of him by describing him as a 

difficult person. In line 2, Aya supports Mona's 

evaluation of the target and expands on her evaluation. 

In other words, the identification of the target in this 

extract is followed by an evaluation which in turn is 

followed by support and expansion on evaluation. 

 

Extract (16) 

1- Emma: But what I need is not a break between 

classes. I need a break from Julia, my special 

roommate, my beloved roommate. 

2- Jane: What do you mean? 

3- Emma: I've had it with her. She's such a pain in 

the neck, a really messy person.  

4- Jane: Come on, tell me about it.  

5- Emma: She always leaves the place in a mess; 

the kitchen, the bathroom, the living room and the 
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bedroom are all so untidy and messy.  And 

whenever I tell her that we need to divide the labor 

and clean our flat at least once a week, she just says 

"we'll see". She's a real snob. 

In extract (16), when Emma identifies Julia as the 

target of gossip and sarcastically evaluates her by 

describing her as "special" and "beloved", Jane 

requests a clarification which indicates that she is not 

familiar with the target. Then Emma replies in line 3 by 

providing an explanation, and in line 5, she expands on 

her evaluation of the target. In other words, the 

identification of the target is followed by an evaluation 

and a request for clarification of the evaluation. This in 

turn is followed by an explanation then an expansion of 

the evaluation. 

 One difference between adolescent Egyptians and 

adolescent native English speakers concerning the 

structure of gossip has been found. This difference is 

concerned with one of the acts of response given in Eder 

and Enke's 1991 study, namely the act of challenging. In 

the speech of adolescent Egyptians, speakers do not 

necessarily challenge the initial evaluation immediately 

after it is made. Rather, in Egyptian adolescents' 
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speech, the initial evaluation could be supported by a 

group member first before it is challenged by another 

speaker. This is contrary to the findings of Eder and 

Enke (1991: 502) who hold that "once a response from 

another group member supported the initial evaluation, 

other group members made only supportive comments" 

(1991: 502). Challenging in the speech of adolescent 

Egyptians is demonstrated in extract (17). 

 

Extract (17) 

1- Mona: doktor Ɂelmadda di ṣâʕb Ɂawi Ɂeeh 

Ɂelmawḍuuʕ Ɂilbaaјeχ Ɂelli ʕâṭâholna ʕaʃaan 

Ɂilbaħs da 

"The doctor of this course is so difficult. What's 

this uninteresting topic that he gave us for the 

research paper?" 

 

2- Aya: Ɂaјwa wi miʃ keda wi bas da kamaan 

mârâḍââʃ јeχallina neʁâјјâr Ɂelmawḍuuʕ biħeget 

Ɂenu ʕaјzna nebzil maghuud wi nestaʕmil mârâgeʕ 

moχtalifa 
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"Yes and not only this. He also refused to make us 

change the topic under the pretext that he wants us 

to exert an effort and use different references."  

 

3- Mustafa: baaјen ʕaleeh fakerna Ɂaħmad zoweel 

fi zamaanu 

"It seems he thinks we're Ahmed Zoweil." 

 

4- Omar: mafiiʃ moʃkela Ɂen Ɂeħna neʃtaʁal wi 

netʕab Ɂaħmad zoweel mawâṣâlʃ lelli howwa fi 

bishuula walla Ɂeeh? 

"It's ok that we work really hard? Did Ahmed 

Zoweil didn't reach such a high rank easily?" 

 In extract (17), Mona makes a negative evaluation 

of the target in line 1 and is supported by Aya in line 2 

and by Mustafa in line 3 but is challenged by Omar in 

line 4. Although three out of four speakers in this 

extract make consecutive negative evaluations of the 

target in the first three turns of the episode (see 

conversation (2) in Appendix B), a challenge still 

occurred. In other words, support for the initial 
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negative evaluation does not prevent the occurrence of a 

challenge. 

Adolescent native English speakers, on the other 

hand, tend to challenge the initial evaluation of the 

target right after it is made. Thus, similar to Eder and 

Enke's study, "challenges...occurred only in the speaking 

turn immediately following the initial evaluation" and 

when the initial challenge is made, "most of the 

participation by other members is in the form of 

supportive remarks" (Eder & Enke, 1991: 502). This is 

illustrated in extract (18). 

 

Extract (18) 

1- Maria: [may be the teacher didn't cover 

the lesson well. 

2- Kara: No, I can't blame her. She did a good job. 

You're not being fair, Maria. Remember, you 

couldn't concentrate well the other day coz you 

weren't feeling well. 

Maria here makes a negative evaluation of the 

Arabic teacher in line 1 and she is immediately 

challenged by Kara in the next line. Kara's initial 
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challenge is further supported by Tom in the rest of the 

episode (see conversation (4) in Appendix B). 

 

5.2 Adult Egyptians and Native English Speakers 

5.2.1 Strategies of Adult Gossip 

The analysed data shows that some strategies are 

used by adults, whether Egyptians or native English 

speakers, when gossiping. The frequency of occurrence 

of these strategies is shown in table (2). 
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Table (2): The Frequency of Occurrence og Gossip Strategies in the Speech 

of Adult Egyptians and Native English Speakers 

Strategy Egyptians Native English 

Speakers 

Total 

Speakers finish each 

other's utterances 

4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 

 Using explicit 

indicants of 

agreement 

3 (37.5%) 5 (62.5%) 8 

Using exclamatory 

questions 

4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 

Using facilitative 

questions 

5 (50%) 5 (50%) 10 

Making positive 

evaluations about 

the target 

5 (55.5%) 4 (44.5%) 9 

Justifying the 

target's attitude 

3 (37.5%) 5 (62.5%) 8 

Making negative 

evaluations about 

the target 

6 (50%) 6 (50%) 12 

Criticizing the 

target 

6 (54.5%) 5 (45.5%) 11 

Using  explicit 

indicants of 

disagreemnet 

4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 

Criticizing the other 

speaker 

4 (44.5%) 5 (55.5%) 9 

Making religious 

comments 

5 (100%) --- 5 
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Table (2) shows that while adult Egyptians finish 

each other's utterances 4 times (57%), make positive 

evaluations about the target 5 times (55.5%), and 

criticize the target 6 times (54.5%), adult native English 

speakers finish each other's utterances 3 times (43%), 

make positive evaluations about the target 4 times 

(44.5%), and criticize the target 5 times (45.5%). 

Religious comments are also made by adult Egyptians 

but not by adult native English speakers. The latter use 

explicit indicants of agreement 5 times (62.5%) and 

criticize the other speaker 5 times (55.5%) whereas 

adult Egyptians explicit indicants of agreement 3 times 

(37.5%) and criticize the other speaker 4 times (44.5%). 

Both adult Egyptians and native English speakers use 

exclamatory questions 4 times, facilitative questions 5 

times, make negative evaluations about the target 6 

times, and use explicit indicants of disagreement 4 

times. The data reveals that the information provided 

by the initiator of the gossip episodes concerning the 

target determines the reaction of adult speakers 

towards what is said and the strategies used. This 

explains the differences and similarities in the 

percentages of occurrence of the above-mentioned 

strategies.  
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Adults' speech in the present study is different 

from adolescents' speech in that adult speakers in most 

of the encounters in the analyzed data tend to agree 

with each other. The high degree of involvement found 

in the speech of adult speakers is reflected in the 

cooperative gossip strategies used to indicate this 

involvement. The involvement strategies illustrated 

below are common between Egyptians and native 

English speakers. The first of these strategies is the 

speakers' tendency to show involvement by finishing 

each other's utterances, as indicated in extracts (19) and 

(20). 

 

Extract (19) 

1- Suzy: ʕârâfit teχdaʕ Ɂelkol 

"She knew how to deceive everybody." 

 

2- Amira: ṣâħiiħ kaanit tebaan ṭâјeba bas ṭâlâʕit 

"True. She seemed to be kind but turned out to  

be [" 
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3- Suzy: bas ṭâlâʕit ʃâṣeјјa baʃiʕa rabena јekfiiki 

ʃârrâha wi ʃâ Ɂamsalha 

"but turned out to be a horrible person. May God 

protect you from her wickedness and the 

wickedness of her likes."  

In extract (19), two Egyptian friends, Amira and 

Suzy, are in the club and Suzy is complaining to Amira 

of her mother-in-law. When Suzy says, in line 1, that 

her mother-in-law deceived everybody, Amira replies in 

the next line by saying "True. She seemed to be good but 

turned out to be…" Before, she-Amira-finishes her 

utterance, Suzy butts in and finishes her utterance by 

repeating the phrase "but turned out to be" then making 

a negative evaluation of the target by describing her as 

"a horrible person." 

 

Extract (20) 

1-Margaret: Gosh! Things just got worse. They 

quarreled all the time and he started to beat her 

and took her money and being his mother's [        

2- Lesley:        [spoiled 

brat 
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3- Margaret: Exactly 

In extract (20), Lesley and Margret, two native 

English speaking friends, are talking about Dorothy, 

Margaret's daughter and her husband from whom she 

got a divorce. Lesley wants to know how things were 

like after Dorothy's ex-husband left his job, so 

Margaret says, "Gosh! Things just got worse, you know. 

They quarreled all the time and he started to beat her and 

took her money, and being his mother's…" and Lesley 

immediately finishes Margaret's sentence in the next 

line by saying, "spoiled brat".  

In finishing each other's utterances in extracts (19) 

and (20), the interrupters in both examples make 

negative evaluations about the target. However, in 

extract (19), unlike extract (20), it is Suzy, who is 

involved in the problem, rather than Amira, who is an 

outsider, who interrupts to make a negative evaluation 

about the target. Most probably, before she is 

interrupted, Amira was also going to make a negative 

evaluation about the target based on what Suzy tells her 

about her mother-in-law throughout the encounter. In 

extract (20), on the other hand, Lesley, the outsider who 

is not involved in the problem, interrupts Margaret, 
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who is involved in the problem, and makes a negative 

evaluation of Dorothy's ex-husband. Therefore, it seems 

that Lesley has some background knowledge about 

Dorothy's ex-husband because when she makes this 

negative evaluation, Margaret confirms this description 

in line 3 by saying, "Exactly". 

Another involvement strategy that is used is 

showing agreement via explicit indicants of agreement. 

These include lexical items like "yes", "yeah", and 

"true", and phrases like "you're right" and "of 

course". This strategy is shown in extracts (21) and 

(22): 

 

Extract (21) 

1- Margaret: Yeah, she's been though too much at 

such an early age. Poor thing! 

2- Lesley: Well, she's the one to blame. What could 

a woman like in a man like Steve? I just don't get 

it. He was a real misfit. 

3- Margaret: True. Personally, I always thought so 

and never actually liked him. 
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In extract (21), Lesley and Margaret start their 

conversation by talking about Dorothy. When in line 1, 

Margaret pities her daughter because "she's been 

through too much at such an early age," Lesley, in line 2, 

blames Dorothy for making a wrong choice and makes 

a negative evaluation about Steve-her ex-husband-by 

describing him as "a real misfit." Because she knows 

that Lesley is right, Margaret explicitly agrees with her 

in the next line by saying "True" and confirms this 

agreement by telling Lesley how she felt about her 

daughter's ex-husband. 

 

Extract (22) 

1- Kate: He changed his seemingly nice way of 

treating tourists and pulled a face and murmured 

and pouted. 

2- Freddie: That's rude. 

3- Kate: So you're starting to agree 

4- Freddie: of course. 

In extract (22), two tourists, Freddie and Kate, are 

talking about a shop seller in Khan El-Khalili. 

Throughout this conversation, Freddie and Kate do not 
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see eye to eye as the latter is of the opinion that the 

seller is greedy and is not a nice person but the former 

has a different take. When, in line 1, Kate says that the 

seller "changed his seemingly genuine nice way of 

treating tourists and pulled a face and murmured and 

pouted" when she and Freddie left without buying 

anything, Freddie expresses his resentment at the 

seller's attitude saying, "That's rude." Because this is 

the first time that Freddie agrees with Kate, the latter 

says to him in line 3, "So you're starting to agree" and 

he confirms by using the explicit indicant of agreement 

"of course" in line 4. 

Another involvement strategy found in the speech 

of adult Egyptians and native English speakers is the 

use of exclamatory questions to show surprise. This 

strategy is found in extracts (23) and (24). It is 

noticeable that the exclamatory questions are followed 

by either general comments or negative evaluations 

about the target.  

 

Extract (23) 

1-Dr. Ayman: ma Ɂana lamma Ɂoltelu Ɂin 

Ɂeltawziiʕ Ɂetʁâјјâr laɁetu biјɁuul lelṭâlâbâ 
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bituuʕu ɁoɁafu Ɂoddaam maktab wikiil Ɂelkolleјa 

leʃoɁuun Ɂelṭollââb wi Ɂefḍâlu waɁfiin hinaak 

leћad ma јeћel Ɂelmoʃkela wi law Ɂelјoom Ɂentaha 

min ʁeer Ɂelmoʃkela tetћal hanaxod Ɂelmoћâḍrâ 

ɁelɁosbuuʕ Ɂelgaj filṭorɁa Ɂelli Ɂoddam Ɂilqâʕâ 

betaʕetna 

"When I told him that the distribution has 

changed, he told his students to go and stand in 

front of the office of the vice dean for students' 

affairs and to remain standing there till the 

problem is solved, and if, by the end of the day, the 

problem is not solved, they'll take the lecture in the 

corridor in front of the hall." 

2- Dr. Yehia: Ɂeeh da tâћriiḍ ṣâriiћ da Ɂakiid 

moχχo ḍârâb 

"What? This is clear instigation. He must have lost 

his mind." 

In extract (23), Dr. Ayman, a faculty member, is 

telling his friend and colleague, Dr. Yehia, about a 

problem that happened between him, Dr. Ayman, and 

another colleague, Dr. Mohamed, concerning a lecture 

hall. Dr. Ayman tells Dr. Yehia that the target of gossip, 

Dr. Mohamed, tried to use his-Dr. Ayman's-lecture hall 
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thinking that it is his. When, in line 1, Dr. Ayman says 

that when he told Dr. Mohamed that the distribution of 

halls among the departments in the faculty has changed, 

he was not convinced and asked his students to stand in 

front of the office of the vice dean till the problem is 

solved, and if it is not solved then they will take the 

lecture the following week in the corridor in front of the 

lecture hall. In line 2, Dr. Yehia expresses his extreme 

surprise saying, "What?" and comments on this 

behavior saying, "That's clear instigation" to express his 

resentment with Dr. Mohamed's behavior. Then, he 

makes a negative evaluation of Dr. Mohamed saying 

that he "must have lost his mind." 

 

Extract (24) 

1- Barbara: But before we came here, his teacher 

told me he started to be aggressive and rude with 

the other kids in school. 

2- Jackie: What? That's bad and it's very unlike 

him. He's becoming a troublemaker. 

In extract (24), two foreign friends, Jackie and 

Barbara, are talking about Mark, Barbara's son. 
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Barbara is telling Jackie that she is worried about Mark 

whose father's death is affecting him badly. In line 1, 

Barbara tells Jackie that Mark "started to be aggressive 

and rude with the other kids in school" and Jackie shows 

her surprise in line 2 by using the exclamatory question 

"What?" She also comments on Mark's behavior 

describing it as "bad" and "very unlike him" and 

negatively evaluates Mark himself saying, "He's 

becoming a troublemaker." 

Adult speakers also show their involvement in each 

other's talk by using another kind of questions, namely 

"facilitative" questions that encourage the hearer "to 

respond more fully…and led to extended responses" 

(Holmes, 1995: 48). In other words, facilitative 

questions invite the hearer to give detailed answers to 

the question being asked. This involvement strategy is 

seen in extracts (25) and (26).  

 

Extract (25) 

1- Margaret: True. Personally, I always thought so 

and never actually liked him. 
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2- Lesley: But you never said anything. Don't you 

think that's strange? 

3- Margaret: No, I couldn't have said anything coz 

she loved him, but I always noticed he was so 

arrogant and showy and untrustworthy. 

In extract (25), a facilitative question occurs in line 

2 in which Lesley says, "But you never said anything. 

Don't you think that's strange?" in response to 

Margaret's reply in line 1 when she says that she never 

liked Dorothy's ex-husband. Lesley's question implies 

that Margaret never showed or said that she didn't like 

her daughter's ex-husband. Because Lesley is surprised, 

she wants Margaret to explain the reason for her 

attitude, and this is what she does in line 3.  

 

Extract (26) 

1- Dr. Yehia: wi ʕamalt Ɂeeh 

"And what did you do?" 

2- Dr. Ayman: Ɂoltelu Ɂin Ɂelqâʕâ betaʕti binaaɁan 

ʕala tawziiʕ Ɂelqâʕâât Ɂelli ɁettafaɁat ʕaleeh kol 

ɁelɁâqsaam fi ɁelɁigtemaʕ Ɂelli ʕamalu wikiil 

Ɂelkolleјa leʃoɁuun Ɂelṭollâb wi Ɂin qesmu howwa 
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Ɂelqesm Ɂelwaћiid Ɂelli maћâḍârʃ momasiliin 

ʕannu 

"I told him that the hall is mine according to the 

distribution that was decided upon by all the 

departments in the meeting held by the vice dean 

for students' affairs. I also told him that his 

department was the only one from which there 

were no representatives in the meeting." 

 

3- Dr. Yehia: ṭâbʕân Ɂelkalaam da majeʕgaebhuuʃ 

"Of course, he wouldn't like this talk." 

 

4- Dr. Ayman: ṭâbʕân laɁ 

"Of course not." 

 

5- Dr. Yehia: wi kaan Ɂeeh râd feʕlu 

"And what was his reaction?" 

 

6- Dr. Ayman: Ɂalli Ɂenu maaʃi ʕala Ɂeltawziiʕ Ɂelli 

mâḍâ ʕaleeh Ɂelʕamiid Ɂabl keda 
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"He told me that he is following the distribution 

that the dean signed before." 

Facilitative questions occur twice in extract (26). 

In line 1, Dr. Yehia asks, "And what did you do?" as he 

wants to know Dr. Ayman's reaction when Dr. 

Mohamed interrupted him while teaching and told him 

that he has taken his lecture hall. Dr. Ayman replies in 

line 2 by giving an extended response. Because both 

speakers know that Dr. Mohamed would not like Dr. 

Ayman's response in line 2, Dr. Yehia asks another 

facilitative question in line 5 about the target's reaction 

to Dr. Ayman's response and the latter answers 

extensively in line 6. 

 In addition to the above mentioned involvement 

strategies, some disagreement strategies have been 

found in the speech of adult speakers. These 

disagreement strategies are either pro-target or anti-

target, i.e. a speaker can disagree with another by using 

strategies that show that the speaker is on the target's 

side or strategies which indicate that the speaker is 

against the target. Pro-target disagreement strategies 

involve making positive evaluations about the target 
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and justifying the target's attitude. The first strategy is 

found in extracts (27) and (28).  

 

Extract (27) 

1- Kate: Because he was so hard-headed and 

wouldn't cut down the price of anything we wanted 

to buy. 

2- Freddie: But he was welcoming. 

When Kate negatively evaluates the target by 

describing him as "hard-headed" in line 1, Freddie 

challenges her by making a positive evaluation of the seller 

in line 2 by saying he was "welcoming". 

 

Extract (28) 

1-Ashraf: howwa laazim jegiib Ɂeldârâgâ 

ɁelnehaɁeјјa ʕalaʃaan mostawaa maјebɁaaʃ ḍâʕiif 

wi biṣârâћâ Ɂelmodarres da Ɂisteʁlaali  

"Must he get the full mark so as not to be 

considered weak? And frankly, this teacher is a 

profiteer." 
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2- Samar: bas howwa ʃââṭer wi ʕaajez јeћasin 

mostawa Ɂaћmad miʃ laɁenu biјћebu wa Ɂenama 

laɁinu ћâriiṣ Ɂin ṭâlâbtu јegiibu dârâgâât ʕalјa fi 

ɁelɁemtaћaan ʕaʃaan јeћââfiz ʕala somʕetu 

kamodarres χoṣuuṣi 

"But he's clever and wants to improve Ahmed's 

level not because he likes him but because he's keen 

on making his students get high marks in the final 

exam as he wants to keep his reputation as a 

private teacher." 

In extract (28), a husband, Ashraf, and his wife, 

Samar, are talking about Mr. Mahmoud, the Arabic 

teacher. Samar tells her husband that he-Mr. 

Mahmoud-wants to give extra private lessons to their 

son's group but Ashraf does not like the idea. In line 1, 

when Ashraf tells Samar that Ahmed, their son, does 

not have to get the full mark in order not to be 

considered weak and that the teacher is a profiteer, she 

makes a positive evaluation of the teacher in line 2 by 

describing him as "clever".  

 The second pro-target disagreement strategy, 

namely justifying the target's attitude, is found in 

extracts (29) and (30). In these extracts, the speakers 
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who are on the target's side challenge the other 

speakers and seek to defend the target by justifying his 

attitude.  

 

Extract (29) 

1- Freddie: But he was welcoming. 

2- Kate: No, he wasn't genuine. He's a clever actor. 

3- Freddie: He's a clever guy and was simply trying 

to sell us some souvenirs. 

In this extract, when Freddie tells Kate in line 1 

that the seller "was welcoming", the latter disagrees 

with him saying that the seller "wasn't genuine" and 

that "he's a clever actor". But Freddie disagrees with 

Kate in line 3 by defending the seller and justifying his 

attitude by saying that he "was simply trying to sell some 

souvenirs".  

 

Extract (30) 

1- Ashraf: χâlâṣ јenɁel Ɂaћmad le magmuuʕa tanјa 

mostawaaha Ɂaћsan min Ɂelmagmuuʕa Ɂelli 

howwa fiiha 
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"Then tell him to move Ahmed to another group 

that's better than the one he's in now." 

 

2- Samar: majenfaʕʃ wi misṭâr maћmuud ʕandu 

ћaɁ laɁin dârâgât Ɂaћmad fi Ɂaχer Ɂemtaћaan 

kaanit weћʃa 

"This won't do and Mr. Mahmoud is right because 

Ahmed got a bad mark in the last test." 

 

3- Ashraf: howwa laazim jegiib Ɂeldârâgâ 

ɁelnehaɁeјјa ʕalaʃaan mostawaa maјebɁaaʃ ḍâʕiif 

wi biṣârâћâ Ɂelmodarres da Ɂisteʁlaali  

"Must he get the full mark so as not to be 

considered weak? And frankly, this teacher is a 

profiteer." 

 

4- Samar: bas howwa ʃââṭer wi ʕaajez јeћasin 

mostawa Ɂaћmad miʃ laɁenu biјћebu wa Ɂenama 

laɁinu ћâriiṣ Ɂin ṭâlâbtu јegiibu dârâgâât ʕalјa fi 

ɁelɁemtaћaan ʕaʃaan јeћââfiz ʕala somʕetu 

kamodarres χoṣuuṣi 
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"But he's clever and wants to improve Ahmed's 

level not because he likes him but because he's keen 

on making his students get high marks in the final 

exam as he wants to keep his reputation as a 

private teacher." 

In extract (30), Samar, the wife, expresses her 

disagreement with Ashraf, her husband, by justifying 

the Arabic teacher's attitude twice. The first is in line 2 

when she refuses the suggestion her husband makes in 

line 1 when he tells her to let the teacher move their son 

to a different group. She rejects the idea and provides a 

reason in which she justifies the teacher's attitude by 

saying that the teacher is right since their son's mark 

was weak. But when Ashraf challenges her in line 3, she 

disagrees with him once more in line 4 by justifying the 

teacher's attitude saying that the teacher is keen on 

making his students get high marks in the final exam 

because he wants to keep his good reputation as a 

private teacher. 

Anti-target disagreement strategies involve 

making negative evaluations about the target and 

criticizing him/her. The strategies are found in extracts 

(31) and (32): 
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Extract (31) 

1- Freddie: Calm down, we didn't buy anything 

from him anyway. 

2- Kate: Because he was so hard-headed and 

wouldn't cut down the price of anything we wanted 

to buy. 

3- Freddie: But he was welcoming. 

4- Kate: No, he wasn't genuine. He's a clever actor. 

5- Freddie: He's a clever guy and was simply trying 

to sell us some souvenirs. 

6- Kate: You mean he was trying to force us to buy 

some exceptionally expensive and not very special 

souvenirs. You are easily deceived by appearances. 

7- Freddie: Not true, my dear. I just take things 

easy. You're taking it too hard. 

8- Kate: You didn't see his nasty reaction when we 

walked away without buying anything. 

9- Freddie: What did he do? 

10- Kate: He changed his seemingly nice way of 

treating tourists and pulled a face and murmured 

and pouted. 
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In this extract, when Freddie tries to calm Kate 

down in line 1 by telling her that they did not buy 

anything from his bazaar, she says that the reason for 

this is that the seller, who she believes to be greedy, was 

so "hard-headed" as he "wouldn't cut down the price of 

any souvenir." Furthermore, when in line 3 Freddie 

says that the seller was "welcoming", she disagrees with 

him in the next line by negatively evaluating the seller 

and saying "he wasn't genuine. He's a clever actor." 

Kate also criticizes the seller in line 6 in response to 

Freddie's defense of him in the previous line. Moreover, 

Kate keeps trying to convince Freddie that the seller is 

not a nice person as he thinks and she does so by 

criticizing his-the seller's-attitude in line 8 by saying 

that he reacted in a nasty way when they did not buy 

anything from him. When Freddie inquires about the 

seller's reaction in line 9, she replies in the next line by 

criticizing his-the seller's-attitude. 

 

Extract (32) 

1-Samar: majenfaʕʃ wi misṭâr maћmuud ʕandu 

ћaɁ laɁin dârâgât Ɂaћmad fi Ɂaχer Ɂemtaћaan 

kaanit weћʃa 
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"This won't do and Mr. Mahmoud is right because 

Ahmed got a bad mark in the last test." 

 

2-Ashraf: howwa laazim jegiib Ɂeldârâgâ 

ɁelnehaɁeјјa ʕalaʃaan mostawaa maјebɁaaʃ ḍâʕiif 

wi biṣârâћâ Ɂelmodarres da Ɂisteʁlaali  

"Must he get the full mark so as not to be 

considered weak? And frankly, this teacher is a 

profiteer." 

 

3-Samar: bas howwa ʃââṭer wi ʕaajez јeћasin 

mostawa Ɂaћmad miʃ laɁenu biјћebu wa Ɂenama 

laɁinu ћâriiṣ Ɂin ṭâlâbtu јegiibu dârâgâât ʕalјa fi 

ɁelɁemtaћaan ʕaʃaan јeћââfiz ʕala somʕetu 

kamodarres χoṣuuṣi 

"But he's clever and wants to improve Ahmed's 

level not because he likes him but because he's keen 

on making his students get high marks in the final 

exam as he wants to keep his reputation as a 

private teacher." 
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4- Ashraf: Ɂana miʃ mowafɁik Ɂelrââgil da nâṣââb 

kol ʃowaјјa јeʕmel Ɂemtaћanaat wi јeddi Ɂelṭâlâbâ 

dârâgâât ḍâʕiifa wi jeɁuul lilɁahaali Ɂin weladhom 

meћtagiin ћeṣâṣ zeјaada 

"I don't agree. This guy is a swindler; every now 

and then he examines the students, gives them bad 

marks and tells the parents that their kids need 

extra lessons." 

In this extract, when Samar defends Mr. 

Mahmoud-the Arabic teacher-in line 1, Ashraf replies 

in line 2 by making a negative evaluation of the teacher 

by describing him as a "profiteer". He also describes the 

teacher as a "swindler" in line 4 in response to his wife's 

defense of the teacher in line 3. Ashraf also criticizes 

Mr. Mahmoud in line 4 when he says that the teacher 

"examines the students, gives them bad marks and tells 

their parents that their kids need extra lessons." 

The data of adults' speech has revealed that two 

disagreement strategies are used regardless of whether 

the speaker is pro or anti the target. The two strategies 

are: the use of explicit indicants of disagreement and 

criticism of the other speaker in the gossip episode. 

Extracts (33) and (34) clarify the first strategy: 
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Extract (33) 

1- Freddie: But the prices of the other stuff in the 

bazaar were ok. 

2- Kate: I don't see this. 

3- Freddie: And I don't see that his prices are very 

different from those of the sellers in the other 

bazaars. 

In extract (33), both Freddie, who is pro the target, 

and Kate, who is anti the target, use explicit indicants of 

disagreement and criticize each other. In line 1, Freddie 

says that "the prices of the other stuff in the bazaar were 

ok" but Kate disagrees with him in line 2 using the 

phrase "I don't see this" and Freddie uses the same 

phrase, which explicitly indicates disagreement, to 

disagree with her in line 3 and says "I don't see that his 

prices are very different from those of the sellers in the 

other bazaars."  

 

Extract (34) 

1-Samar: bas howwa ʃââṭer wi ʕaajez јeћasin 

mostawa Ɂaћmad miʃ laɁenu biјћebu wa Ɂenama 

laɁinu ћâriiṣ Ɂin ṭâlâbtu јegiibu dârâgâât ʕalјa fi 
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ɁelɁemtaћaan ʕaʃaan јeћââfiz ʕala somʕetu 

kamodarres χoṣuuṣi 

"But he's clever and wants to improve Ahmed's 

level not because he likes him but because he's keen 

on making his students get high marks in the final 

exam as he wants to keep his reputation as a 

private teacher." 

 

2- Ashraf: Ɂana miʃ mowafɁik Ɂelrââgil da nâṣââb 

kol ʃowaјјa јeʕmel Ɂemtaћanaat wi јeddi Ɂelṭâlâbâ 

dârâgâât ḍâʕiifa wi jeɁuul lilɁahaali Ɂin weladhom 

meћtagiin ћeṣâṣ zeјaada 

"I don't agree. This guy is a swindler; every now 

and then he examines the students, gives them bad 

marks and tells the parents that their kids need 

extra lessons." 

 

3- Samar: da miʃ ṣâћiiћ Ɂelli biјeћṣâl Ɂin fi ṭâlâbâ 

bitgiib dârâgâât ḍâʕiifa bas kamaan fi bigiibu 

dârâgâât kowaјјesa Ɂawi 
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"This is not true. What happens is that some kids 

get weak marks but there are also those who get 

very good marks." 

In this extract, when in line 1 Samar defends the 

Arabic teacher and justifies his attitude, Ashraf 

disagrees in line 2 using the phrase "I don't agree" then 

he makes a negative evaluation of the teacher and 

criticizes his attitude. But Samar explicitly disagrees in 

line 3 saying "This is not true."  

The second disagreement strategy is clarified in 

extracts (35) and (36) below: 

Extract (35) 

1- Freddie: But he was welcoming 

2- Kate: No, he wasn't genuine. He's a clever actor. 

3- Freddie: He's a clever guy and was simply trying 

to sell us some souvenirs. 

4- Kate: You mean he was trying to force us to buy 

some exceptionally expensive and not very special 

souvenirs. You are easily deceived by appearances. 

5- Freddie: Not true, my dear. I just take things 

easy. You're taking it too hard. 
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In extract (35), when Freddie says that the seller 

was "welcoming", Kate disagrees in line 2 using the 

explicit indicant of disagreement "No". Freddie also 

disagrees with Kate in line 5 using the phrase "Not 

true" in response to her criticism of him in line 4 in 

which she says that he is "easily deceived by 

appearances." Not only does Freddie disagree with 

Kate's criticism of him but also criticizes her saying 

"you're taking it too hard." 

 

Extract (36) 

1- Ashraf: Ɂenti metћamesaalu gidan kaɁin mafiiʃ 

modarres zaju ma Ɂelmodaresiin Ɂelkowaјјesiin 

kitiir 

"You're an ardent supporter of him as if there's no 

teacher like him. There are so many good 

teachers." 

 

2- Samar: Ɂelmodaresiin Ɂelkowaјјesiin kitiir bas 

Ɂelmodarres da somʕetu kowaјјesa Ɂawi wi 

baʕdeen Ɂenta motaћaamil ʕaleeh gidan 
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"There are so many good teachers but this one has 

a very good reputation. You're not fair to the guy." 

In this extract, Ashraf and Samar criticize each 

other. In line 1, Ashraf does not like the fact that his 

wife is on the teacher's side and criticizes her saying 

"You're an ardent supporter of him as if there's no 

teacher like him." Samar then makes a positive 

evaluation of the teacher and criticizes her husband in 

line 2 telling him that he is unfair to the teacher.  

By comparing the gossip episodes of adolescents 

and adults, it becomes clear that there are some 

similarities and differences in the strategies of gossip 

used by adolescent and adult Egyptians and native 

English speakers. Both adolescents and adults make 

suggestions, criticize the other speaker, defend the 

target of gossip, and make positive evaluations of 

him/her on the part of the speakers who are on the 

target's side. Moreover, adolescents and adults make 

negative evaluations of the target directly and explicitly. 

However, as shown in examples (13) and (14), negative 

evaluations in adolescents' speech also occur implicitly 

via sarcasm.  
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Some differences have been observed in the 

strategies of gossip used by adolescents and adults. 

Religious comments have been found in the speech of 

adult Egyptians only and were absent from the speech 

of adolescent Egyptian speakers. In addition, unlike 

adolescents, adult speakers, whether they are pro or 

anti the target, use explicit indicants of disagreement 

and tend to criticize each other. The last difference is 

that while negative evaluations of the target are made 

by the initiators of the gossip episodes in the speech of 

adolescent Egyptians and native English speakers, they 

are sometimes made by the other participants, rather 

than the initiators of gossip, in the speech of adults, 

whether Egyptians or native English speakers.  

 

5.2.2 Structure of Adult Gossip 

The structure of adult gossip in the present study 

bears some resemblance to the structure of gossip given 

in Eder and Enke's study but there are some 

differences. For example, in Eder and Enke's study a 

gossip episode starts by identifying a target then 

expanding the identification, making either a positive or 

negative evaluation of the target, or requesting a 
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clarification. This structure of the beginning of a gossip 

episode is found in conversations (7), (10), and (11) (see 

Appendix B). In conversation (7), Suzy identifies her 

mother-in-law as the target of gossip in turn 6 when she 

tells Amira that "She's the cause of all problems" and 

negatively evaluates her by describing her as a "devil". 

In conversation (10), Lesley identifies Steve-Dorothy's 

ex-husband- as the target of gossip in turn 3 and makes 

a negative evaluation of him by describing him as a 

"misfit". In conversations (11), Kate identifies the seller 

as the target of gossip in turn 3 and describes him as 

"greedy". 

The beginning of the gossip episode in 

conversations (8), (9), and (12) is structured differently 

(see Appendix B). In conversation (8), Dr. Ayman 

identifies his colleague, Dr. Mohamed, as the target of 

gossip in turn 1 but the identification is not followed by 

an expansion of the identification, an evaluation of the 

target or a request for clarification. Rather, it is 

followed by a comment which implies that the tearget 

did something that was not liked by the speakers. Then 

there is a narrative that explains the target's attitude 

and Dr. Ayman's reaction. The first evaluation of the 
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target, Dr. Mohamed, is made in turn 12 by Dr. Yehia 

based on what he heard from Dr. Ayman, then he-Dr. 

Yehia-makes another negative evaluation of Dr. 

Mohamed in turn 14 again based on what Dr. Ayman 

told him concerning Dr. Mohamed's attitude. The last 

evaluation, which is negative, is made by Dr. Ayman, 

the initiator of the gossip, in turn 16. 

In conversation (9), in which the two speakers 

disagree with each other, it is Ashraf, rather than 

Samar, who initiates the gossip. This is because when 

Samar informs her husband that Mr. Mahmoud-the 

Arabic teacher- wants to give their son's group extra 

private lessons, he replies in turn 3 by making a 

negative evaluation of the teacher. In other words, 

Samar did not mean to identify the teacher as a target 

of gossip. Rather, it is Ashraf who makes him the target 

by the negative evaluation he makes in turn 3. This 

derives Samar to start defending the target then a 

sequence of challenges and counter challenges follow.  

 In conversation (12), Barbara identifies her son as 

the target of gossip in turn 2 but the identification is not 

followed by any of the acts found in Eder and Enke's 

study. Rather, it is again followed by a comment that 
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shows understanding on the part of Jackie of how 

Barbara feels. Throughout the episode, Barbara gives 

details about what worries her concerning her son. The 

first and only time an evaluation is made of Mark is in 

turn 11 in which Jackie says that he is "becoming a 

troublemaker" when Barbara tells her that he "started 

to be aggressive and rude with the kids in school". In 

other words, as in conversation (10), the hearer is the 

one who makes an evaluation of the target based on 

what is said by the initiator of the gossip.  

It has been found that the possible acts in response 

shown in figure (1) are slightly different in adult gossip. 

This is because in Eder and Enke's study, the acts given 

in figure (1) follow the evaluation of the target which in 

turn follows the identification. In other words, 

according to Eder and Enke, the identification of the 

target occurs first followed by an evaluation then the 

evaluation is followed by the acts shown in figure (1). As 

mentioned above, in adults' speech, the identification of 

the target is not always followed by an evaluation. 

Therefore, in the present study, these acts can occur 

after the identification of the target and not after the 

evaluation. In addition to some of the acts given by Eder 
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and Enke, conversations (7), (8), (10), (11), and (12) 

include other acts, namely making comments, whether 

evaluative, supportive, or religious, inquiring about the 

speaker's/target's attitude/reaction, expanding the 

explanation, and requesting a clarification of the 

explanation. The structure of adults' speech can be 

represented as shown in figure (2): 



Identification of target 

 

 

 

Comments                                           inquiring about            Explanation                       Request for  

                                                   speaker's/target's                                           clarification of explanation 

                                                   attitude/reaction 

evaluative      supportive     religious         Expansion of explanation 

 

 

     

            Evaluation of target 

     

Figure (2): The Structure of Adult Gossip 

 



Figure (2) shows that a gossip episode in the speech 

of adult speakers can start by identifying the target but 

the identification is not followed by an evaluation of the 

target. Rather, it is followed by a number of acts that 

lead to making an evaluation of the target. In other 

words, an evaluation of the target is made based on the 

detailed information about him/her given in the gossip 

episode. This structure is illustrated in the following 

extracts: 

Extract (37) 

1- Suzy: mabâṭâliʃ nâqd lilɁakl wi tanḍiifi lilbeet wi 

ʃoʁli ħatta dalaʕi liwlaadi miʃ ʕagibha 

"She kept criticizing everything; my cooking, 

cleaning of the house, and my job. She didn't even 

like the way I pamper my kids." 

 

2- Amira: ʕeeb ʕalehaa 

"Shame on her" 

 

3- Suzy: we tisadaɁi bitɁolu howwa Ɂelli beteʕmelu 

da Ɂakl walla da tanḍiif heјјa leeh bitʃtaʁal di 

ʕamlak dada lamma teruuħ Ɂelʃoʁl 
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"And she tells him 'Is this food? Is this cleaning? 

Why does she work? She makes you a babysitter 

when she goes to work.' Can you believe it?" 

 

4- Amira: mâjṣâħiʃ teɁuul keda 

"She shouldn't say this." 

 

5- Suzy: wi kamaan bitɁolu Ɂeni Ɂaʕat ʕala Ɂelkorsi 

wi râfâʕt regli ʕala Ɂeltarâbeeza fi weʃha 

"She also tells him that I sat on the chair and put 

my leg on the table before her face." 

 

6- Amira: wi da kalaam ħad јesadaɁu di keda 

betwaɁaʕ beenik wi beenu wi beteχreb Ɂelbeet 

"Nobody would believe this talk. She's driving a 

wedge between you and your husband and 

destroying the house." 

In extract (37), Amira makes evaluative and 

religious comments in response to what Suzy tells her 

about her mother-in-law. In lines 1 and 3, Suzy gives 

detailed explanations of what her mother-in-law did 
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that made her husband-Medhat-change his attitude. 

Amira replies in lines 2 and 4 by making evaluative 

comments concerning the attitude of Suzy's mother-in-

law. In line 5, Suzy expands the explanation and Amira 

replies in line 6 by making an evaluative comment not 

on the attitude of the target but on the target herself, i.e. 

Suzy's mother-in-law, telling Suzy "She's driving a 

wedge between you and your husband and destroying the 

house."  

 

Extract (38) 

1- Lesley: Well, she's the one to blame. What could 

a woman like in a man like Steve? I just don't get 

it. He was a real misfit. 

 

2- Margaret: True. Personally, I always thought so 

and never actually liked him. 

3- Lesley: But you never said anything. Don't you 

think that's strange? 

In line 2, Margaret makes a supportive comment 

in response to what Lesley says in the previous line. In 

line 3, Lesley inquires about Margaret's attitude as she-
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Lesley-is surprised that Margaret did not ever say that 

she did not like her daughter's ex-husband. 

Extract (39) 

1- Dr. Ayman: laɁ ʕamal mâwqif taani maʕaaja 

Ɂana ʃâṣeјan kont lessa badiɁ moћâḍreti wi fagɁa 

laɁeet doktoor meћamad biјχâbâṭ ʕalaјјa wiјeɁolli 

Ɂenni waaχid Ɂelqâʕâ betaʕtu 

"No, he did another thing with me personally. I 

was just starting my lecture and suddenly the door 

knocked and it was Dr. Mohamed telling me that 

I've taken his hall." 

 

2-Dr. Yehia: Ɂizzaј hejja miʃ qâʕâât Ɂelmoћâḍârâât 

metwazaʕa ʕala ɁelɁâqsaam min Ɂawil Ɂelterm 

howwa daјman keda χaalif toʕraf 

"How is that? Aren't the lecture halls distributed 

among the departments from the beginning of the 

term? He always acts differently from others." 

 

3- Dr. Ayman: belẓâbt keda 

"Exactly" 
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4- Dr. Yehia: wi ʕamalt Ɂeeh 

"And what did you do?" 

 

5- Dr. Ayman: Ɂoltelu Ɂin Ɂelqâʕâ betaʕti binaaɁan 

ʕala tawziiʕ Ɂelqâʕâât Ɂelli ɁettafaɁat ʕaleeh kol 

ɁelɁâqsaam fi ɁelɁigtemaʕ Ɂelli ʕamalu wikiil 

Ɂelkolleјa leʃoɁuun Ɂelṭollâb wi Ɂin qesmu howwa 

Ɂelqesm Ɂelwaћiid Ɂelli maћâḍârʃ momasiliin 

ʕannu 

"I told him that the hall is mine according to the 

distribution that was decided upon by all the 

departments in the meeting held by the vice dean 

for students' affairs. I also told him that his 

department was the only one from which there 

were no representatives in the meeting." 

When, in line 1, Dr. Ayman explains Dr. 

Mohamed's attitude, Dr. Yehia requests a clarification 

for the explanation in line 2. After Dr. Ayman answers 

in line 3, Dr. Yehia inquires about his-Dr. Ayman's-

attitude with the target in the next line. In line 5, Dr. 

Ayman expands the explanation.  
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Extract (40) 

1- Dr. Yehia: wi kaan Ɂeeh râd feʕlu 

"And what was his reaction?" 

 

2- Dr. Ayman: Ɂalli Ɂenu maaʃi ʕala Ɂeltawziiʕ Ɂelli 

mâḍâ ʕaleeh Ɂelʕamiid Ɂabl keda 

"He told me that he is following the distribution 

that the dean signed before." 

3- Dr. Yehia: da ʃâχṣ mostafiz Ɂeltawziiʕ ɁelɁadiim 

da miʃ moqâddâs wi momkin jetʁâјјâr 

"He's a provocative person. The old distribution is 

not holy and can be changed." 

 

4- Dr. Ayman: ma Ɂana lamma Ɂoltelu Ɂin 

Ɂeltawziiʕ Ɂetʁâјјâr laɁetu biјɁuul lelṭâlâbâ 

bituuʕu ɁoɁafu Ɂoddaam maktab wikiil Ɂelkolleјa 

leʃoɁuun Ɂelṭollââb wi Ɂefḍâlu waɁfiin hinaak 

leћad ma јeћel Ɂelmoʃkela wi law Ɂelјoom Ɂentaha 

min ʁeer Ɂelmoʃkela tetћal hanaxod Ɂelmoћâḍrâ 

ɁelɁosbuuʕ Ɂelgaj filṭorɁa Ɂelli Ɂoddam Ɂilqâʕâ 

betaʕetna 
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"When I told him that the distribution has 

changed, he told his students to go and stand in 

front of the office of the vice dean for students' 

affairs and to remain standing there till the 

problem is solved, and if, by the end of the day, the 

problem is not solved, they'll take the lecture in the 

corridor in front of the hall." 

 

5- Dr. Yehia: Ɂeeh da tâћriiḍ ṣâriiћ da Ɂakiid 

moχχo ḍârâb 

"What? This is clear instigation. He must have lost 

his mind." 

 

6- Dr. Ayman: biјetẓââhir beɁenu ʃâχṣ sawragi wi 

bejdâwwâr ʕala ћaɁu Ɂaw Ɂelli howwa fakir Ɂenu 

ћaɁu 

"He pretends to be a rebellious person who is 

looking for his right or rather what he thinks is his 

right." 
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7- Dr. Yehia: beʁâḍ Ɂelnâẓâr ʕan kono ћaɁu Ɂaw 

miʃ ћaɁu howwa miʃ ʕaarif Ɂin Ɂostaaz Ɂilgamʕa 

qodwa 

"Regardless of what is or is not his right. Doesn't 

he know that a university professor is an 

example?" 

 

8- Dr. Ayman: da majeʕrâfʃ ћaaga ʕan Ɂelqodwa wi 

Ɂelqejam Ɂelgameʕeјјa 

"He knows nothing about exemplary behavior and 

university values." 

 

9- Dr. Yehia: ʕeeb Ɂawi Ɂelli ʕamalu da 

"What he did is so disgraceful." 

 

10- Dr. Ayman: râbena јeћdi 

"May God grant him guidance."  

In line 1, Dr. Yehia inquires about the target's 

reaction and when Dr. Ayman provides an explanation 

in line 2, Dr. Yehia replies in line 3 by making an 

evaluative comment about the target describing him 
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"provocative," and the topic, which is the distribution of 

lecture halls among the departments in the faculty, 

describing it as "not holy and can be changed." In line 4, 

there is another expansion of explanation followed by 

evaluative comments about the target in lines 5 and 6 

and of his-the target's-attitude in lines 8 and 9. Then in 

line 10, Dr. Ayman ends the gossip episode by making a 

religious comment.  

   

Extract (41) 

1- Ashraf: wi natiiget Ɂenu bijoʃfot Ɂelfeluus min 

Ɂelṭâlâbâ Ɂenu raakib ʕârâbeјјa gidiida Ɂaћdas 

ћaaga 

"And the result of absorbing money from the 

students is that he has a new car that's of the latest 

model." 

2- Samar: ɁelɁarzaaɁ di min râbena 

"Blessings are from God." 

In extract (41), when Ashraf tells his wife in line 1 

that Mr. Mahmoud- the Arabic teacher- has a brand 

new car which he managed to buy because he takes a lot 

of money from his students, she answers in line 2 by 
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making a religious comment as she says "Blessings are 

from God." 

In conversation (12), all the comments made by 

Jackie are supportive as she wants to show sympathy 

and understanding of how her friend, Barbara, feels 

because of the hard time her son, Mark, is giving her 

and of how Mark himself feels after he lost his father. 

Like adolescents' speech, adults' speech can 

include making suggestions to offer solutions for 

problems. This act is found in extracts (42) and (43) 

below: 

Extract (42) 

1- Barbara: I don't know what to do. 

2- Jackie: Why don't you make him see a 

psychiatrist? 

 In extract (42), when Barbara says she does not 

know what to do with her son, Mark, whose attitude 

changed after he lost his father, Jackie, in line 2, makes 

a suggestion to her friend and tells her to make him see 

a psychiatrist.  
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Extract (43) 

1- Samar: biјɁuul Ɂin Ɂelṭâlâbâ fi magmuuʕet 

Ɂaћmad mostawaahom ḍâʕiif wi meћtagiin 

jetmârânu zeјaada 

"He says that students in Ahmed's group are weak 

and need to practice more." 

 

2- Ashraf: χâlâṣ јenɁel Ɂaћmad le magmuuʕa tanјa 

mostawaaha Ɂaћsan min Ɂelmagmuuʕa Ɂelli 

howwa fiiha 

"Then tell him to move Ahmed to another group 

that's better than the one he's in now." 

In extract (43), Ashraf does not like it when his 

wife tells him that the Arabic teacher wants to give their 

son's group extra private lessons. When Samar tells her 

husband, in line 1, that the teacher says that the level of 

their son's group is weak and that the students in this 

group need to practice more, he, thinking that their son 

is doing fine in Arabic, suggests, in line 2, making the 

teacher move their son to another group whose level is 

better than the one he is in. 
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Although making suggestions is common between 

adolescents and adults, in adolescents' speech, 

suggestions are made by speakers who are not familiar 

with the target whereas in adults' speech, suggestions 

are made by speakers who are familiar with the target. 

However, in adolescents' as well as in adults' speech, 

suggestions are made for the same reason, namely offer 

solutions to problems.  

 

6. Conclusion 

This study examines the effect of age on the 

structure and strategies of gossip in the speech of 

adolescent and adult Egyptians and native English 

speakers to highlight similarities and/or differences in 

the strategies employed when gossiping as well as 

similarities and/or differences in the strategies of gossip 

found in their speech. 

It has been found that some strategies are used 

more by adolescent Egyptians while others are used 

more by adolescent native English speakers; adolescent 

Egyptians challenge the evaluation of the target and use 

sarcasm to implicitly and negatively evaluate the target 

more than adolescent native English speakers. Partial 
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agreement and making suggestions are used more by 

adolescent native English speakers than by aadolescent 

Egyptians. There is no difference in the frequency of 

using the strategy of topic change in the speech of both 

adolescent Egyptians and native English speakers. 

Some similarities, but no differences, have been 

noticed in the strategies used by adolescents, whether 

they are Egyptians or native English speakers, when 

gossiping. One similarity is that shared knowledge of 

the target, or lack of it, has an effect on the strategies 

used in the gossip episode; when all group members 

have shared knowledge of the target, they employ 

similar strategies, namely partial agreement, topic 

change, and challenging the evaluation which takes 

place by defending the target, asking a question to elicit 

agreement, criticizing the other speaker, and making a 

positive evaluation of the target. However, when only 

the initiator of the gossip knows the target well and the 

other group members have insufficient knowledge of 

the target, adolescents, whether Egyptians or native 

English speakers, use the strategy of making 

suggestions. Although using sarcasm to implicitly 

evaluate the target was found in adults' speech in 
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Hallett, Harger, and Eder's study, in the present study, 

this strategy has been found in the speech of adolescent 

Egyptians and native English speakers who use it 

regardless of whether group members have shared 

knowledge of the target or not. 

The structure of adolescents' gossip in the present 

study is similar to the structure given by Eder and Enke 

in their study. However, one difference is noted between 

adolescent Egyptians and native English speakers 

concerning challenging as a possible act in response. 

Similar to Eder and Enke's study, challenging occurs 

right after an initial evaluation of the target is made in 

the speech of adolescent native English speakers. In the 

speech of adolescent Egyptians, on the other hand, 

challenging does not necessarily occur after the initial 

negative evaluation. 

Adult Egyptians and native English speakers 

employ several strategies when gossiping but some 

strategies are used more by adult Egyptians while 

others are used more by adult native English speakers. 

Adult Egyptians finish each other's utterances, make 

positive evaluations about the target, criticize the target 

and make religious comments more than adult native 
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English speakers. The latter use explicit indicants of 

agreement, justify the target's attitude and criticize the 

other speaker more than adult Egyptian speakers. The 

frequency of using exclamatory questions, facilitative 

questions, explicit indicants of disagreement and 

making negative evaluations about the target is the 

same in the gossip episodes of both adult Egyptians and 

native English speakers. 

The data reveals that adults' speech, unlike 

adolescents' speech, reflects a high degree of 

involvement that is seen in the cooperative gossip 

strategies used. These strategies, which are employed by 

adult Egyptians and native English speakers, are: 

speakers finishing each others' utterances, using explicit 

indicants of agreement, and using exclamatory as well 

as facilitative questions. When adult Egyptians and 

native English speakers disagree with each other, they 

tend to use certain gossip strategies to express this 

disagreement. These strategies are either pro or anti the 

target. Pro-target disagreement strategies are: making 

positive evaluations about the target and justifying 

his/her attitude. Anti-target disagreement strategies 

are: making negative evaluations about the target and 
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criticizing him/her. It has also been found that using 

explicit indicants of disagreement and criticizing the 

other speaker in the gossip episode are two 

disagreement strategies that adult Egyptian and foreign 

speakers use regardless of whether the speaker who 

disagrees is pro or anti the target. Except for the 

tendency of adult Egyptian speakers to use religious 

comments, no differences in the strategies of gossip 

between adult Egyptians and native English speakers 

are found. 

Adolescent and adult Egyptians and native English 

speakers use similar strategies when gossiping. These 

are: making suggestions, criticizing the other speaker, 

defending the target by justifying his/her attitude and 

making positive as well as negative evaluations of the 

target. However, there are also some differences in the 

gossip strategies used by adolescents and adults. 

Religious comments are made by adult Egyptians only. 

Moreover, adult speakers, rather than adolescents, use 

explicit indicants of disagreement and criticize each 

other. Furthermore, while the initiators of the gossip 

episodes in the speech of adolescents, whether 

Egyptians or native English speakers, make negative 
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evaluations of the target, group members, other than 

the initiators of the gossip episodes, are the ones who 

make negative evaluations of the target in the speech of 

adult speakers, whether Egyptians or native English 

speakers. 

The structure of adults' speech bore some 

resemblance to Eder and Enke's structure in that the 

identification of the target is sometimes followed by an 

evaluation of the target. However, it has been found 

that in adults' speech, an evaluation of the target does 

not always follow his/her identification. Rather, the 

identification can be also followed by a number of acts, 

namely comments, inquiries about the 

speakers'/target's attitude/reaction, explanation, 

expansion of explanation, and request for clarification 

of explanation.   

Because the present study examines the impact of 

age only on the strategies and structure of gossip, the 

findings are not exhaustive. There are other variables 

that may influence one's propensity to gossip and thus 

have an impact on the strategies and structure of gossip. 

These variables include: group structure, social class, 

gender, setting, topics and power relations. Therefore, 
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future research on naturally-occurring gossip could 

investigate the role played by these variables in shaping 

the structure of gossip episodes and determining the 

strategies used. Future research could also look at the 

role of gossip in social relationships by examining this 

momentous phenomenon in Internet blogs and social 

networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, and 

studying how gossip is perceived by different 

respondents and the factors that determine their 

response.   

Studying the strategies and structure of gossip 

helps understand how speakers, whether adolescents or 

adults, cooperate in creating the gossip and participate 

in it. Thus, gossip should not be viewed as idle talk. 

Rather, it is a collaborative and interactive activity that 

performs social functions and fosters group bonds.          
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Appendix A: Transcription Conventions 

[  interrupted speech 

Italics  emphasis 

 

Symbols Used in the Transcription of Arabic 

The phonemic symbols used in the transcription of 

Arabic are adapted from IPA and El-Menoufy (as cited 

in Hafez, 1991: 79-80). 

 

Consonants 

The consonant symbols used to transcribe Arabic 

are those of IPA since they have similar values to those 

used to represent English sounds. These consonants are 

/b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /l/, /f/, /v/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /h/, 

/w/, /r/, /z/, and /ј/. The sounds below are peculiar to the 

Arabic language: 

/q/ a uvular voiceless plosive, as in 'qâɁid' (leader) 

/Ɂ/ a glottal stop, as in 'Ɂamal' (hope) 

/ʁ/ a voiced fricative, as in 'ʁâјuur' (jealous) 
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/χ/ a voiceless fricative, as in 'χoof' (fear) 

// a pharyngeal voiced fricative, as in 'aјn' (eye) 

/ħ/ a pharyngeal voiceless fricative, as in 'ħekaaјa' 

(story) 

 

The following consonants are pharyngealized or 

velarized: 

/ṭ/ as in 'ṭâbiib' (doctor)   /ḍ/ as in 'ḍohr' 

(noon) 

/ṣ/ as in 'ṣâb' (difficult)  /ẓ/ as in 'ẓoruuf' 

(circumstances) 

 

Vowels 

The study uses six IPA short vowel symbols. These 

are:    

/â/ as in 'dârâgâ' (mark)  /a/ as in 'fataħa' (he 

opened) 

/e/ as in 'bent' (girl)   /i/ as in 

'Ɂalami' (my pen) 
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/u/ as in 'kanuu' (they were)  /o/ as in 

'moʃkela' (problem) 

 

The length of long vowels is indicated by doubling 

the symbols as follows: 

/aa/ as in 'ʁaali' (expensive)  /oo/ as in 

'loom' (blame) 

/ee/ as in 'feen' (where?)  /ââ/ as in 'mââdi' 

(past) 

/ii/ as in 'kibiir' (big)   /uu/ as in 

'dejuun' (debts) 
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Appendix B: Transcripts 

Adolescent Egyptian Speakers 

Conversation (1) 

1- Esraa: Ɂaχiiran Ɂiltadriib χâlâṣ Ɂana zahaɁt 

Ɂawi Ɂelnâhârdâ 

"At last the practice is over. I was so bored today."  

2- Basma: bilʕaks Ɂana kont mostamteʕa biltadriib 

Ɂelnâhârdâ 

"On the contrary, I enjoyed the practice today." 

3- Esraa: Ɂestamtaʕti bi Ɂeeħ wi ṭuul ɁelwaɁt 

Ɂelnâhârdâ Ɂelmodarrib Ɂelsaχiif da ʕamaal 

jezaʕaɁlena 

"Enjoyed what? The nasty trainer kept yelling at 

us today." 

4- Basma: howwa kaan bijzaʕaɁ lelli kaanu kol 

ʃowaјјa biјeʕmelu ħârâkât ʁâlâṭ wi ʕandu ħaɁ laɁin kol 

ħârâkâ fi Ɂelsebaaħa laazim tebɁa ṣâħ 

"He was yelling at those who made wrong 

movements, and he's right because every movement in 

swimming must be correct." 
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5- Esraa: kallamik maẓbuuṭ bas miʃ keda da kaan 

mezawedha Ɂawi Ɂana miʃ fahma howwa leeh ʃaajef 

nafsu keda saʕaat 

"That's correct but not in this way. He overdid it 

and I don't understand why he's so full of himself 

sometimes." 

6- Basma: boṣṣi howwa ṣâħiiħ saʕaat bijetkalim 

ketiir bas biṣârâħâ lamma bineʕmil Ɂelħârâkât kollaha 

ṣâħ bijʃagaʕna walla tenkeri Ɂenu bijeʕmil keda 

"Look, it's true that sometimes he talks a lot but 

honestly, he encourages us when we do the movements 

correctly. Do you deny that?" 

7- Esraa: laɁ bas bârdu dammu teɁiil ʕala Ɂalbi wi 

kamaan miʃ min ħaɁu Ɂenu јellabaχ fiina walla Ɂana 

ʁâlṭâna 

"No but still I don't like him, and also he has no 

right to scold us or am I mistaken?" 

8- Basma: maʕaaki ħaɁ bas howwa miʃ biјјeʕmel 

keda ʕâlâ ṭuul 

"You're right but he doesn't do this all the time." 
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Conversation (2) 

1- Mona: doktor ṣâʕb Ɂawi Ɂeeh Ɂelmawḍuuʕ 

Ɂilbaaјeχ Ɂelli ʕâṭâholna ʕaʃaan Ɂilbaħs da 

"Dr. Emad is so difficult. What's this uninteresting 

topic that he gave us for the research paper?" 

2- Aya: Ɂaјwa wi miʃ keda wi bas da kamaan 

mârâḍââʃ јeχallina neʁâјјâr Ɂelmawḍuuʕ biħeget Ɂenu 

ʕaјzna nebzil maghuud wi nestaʕmil mârâgeʕ moχtalifa 

"Yes and not only this. He also refused to make us 

change the topic under the pretext that he wants us to 

exert an effort and use different references."  

3- Mustafa: baaјen ʕaleeh fakerna Ɂaħmad zoweel 

fi zamaanu 

"It seems he thinks we're Ahmed Zoweil." 

4- Omar: mafiiʃ moʃkela Ɂen Ɂeħna neʃtaʁal wi 

netʕab Ɂaħmad zoweel mawâṣâlʃ lelli howwa fi bishuula 

walla Ɂeeh? 

"It's ok that we work really hard. Did Ahmed 

Zoweil reach such a high rank easily?" 

5- Mustafa: laɁ bas mona wi Ɂaya biјetkallemo ṣâħ 

ẓoruuf Ɂaħmad zoweel moχtalifa wi ħâẓu Ɂenu saafir 
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Ɂamriika wi lawla ɁelɁimkanijaat Ɂelli henaak makanʃ 

ʕamјal ħaga 

"No but Mona and Aya are right. Zoweil's 

circumstances were different. He was lucky enough to 

travel to America and hadn't it been for the facilities 

there, he wouldn't have been able to do anything." 

6- Omar: bas Ɂeltaʕliim Ɂelmoħtârâm Ɂelli 

Ɂetʕalemo fi mâṣr saaʕed ʕala nagaħu fi Ɂamriika 

Ɂeldoktor ʕaјzna netʕalim begad 

"And hadn't it been for the respectable education 

he received in Egypt, he wouldn't have travelled and 

succeeded in America. The doctor wants us to get good 

education." 

7- Mona: ʕomâr Ɂenta miʃ ʃaaјef Ɂenu motaʃadid 

Ɂawi wi miʃ marin 

"Omar, can't you see that he's too strict and not 

lenient?" 

8- Aya: ʕala râɁјâk miʃ marin χââlis 

"You're right; he's not lenient at all." 

9- Mustafa: wi Ɂiidu naʃfa Ɂawii fi Ɂeldârâgâât 

"And he's not generous when it comes to marks." 
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10- Omar: Ɂentu biteddalaʕu ɁilmasɁala miʃ 

masɁalet Ɂenu miʃ marin Ɂaw Ɂeedu naʃfa fi 

Ɂeldârâgâât Ɂeldoktor da ħaɁɁaani laɁenu bijeddi kol 

ṭââlib ħaɁu Ɂelli jestaħaɁu bilzâbṭ wi ʕala Ɂad ma 

Ɂeʃtaʁal 

"You're spoiled. It's not a matter of not being 

lenient or ungenerous with marks. The doctor is fair 

and gives every student his/her due depending on how 

much he/she worked." 

11- Mona: wi howwa keda jebɁa misaali meʃ keda 

"And this makes him ideal, yes?" 

12- Omar: ṭâbʕân misaali wi ʕaadel laaɁenu miʃ 

min Ɂelʕadl Ɂenu јesaawi been Ɂelli Ɂeʃtaʁal we Ɂelli 

maʃtaʁalʃ 

"Of course he's ideal and fair because it's not fair 

to treat those who worked hard and those who didn't 

work equally." 

13- Mustafa: χalluna neʃuuf ħaneʕmil Ɂeeh fi 

Ɂilbaħas 

"Let's see what we'll do in the research paper." 

14- Aya: ʕandaak ħaɁ јalla nebdaɁ Ɂelʃoʁl 
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"You're right. Let's get to work." 

 

Conversation (3) 

1- Ahmed: Ɂana miʃ ṭââјeɁ tadaχol bâbâ fi ħajaati 

Ɂâktâr min keda 

"I can't tolerate my father's interference in my life 

more than that" 

2- Karim: haddi nafsak wi Ɂolli Ɂeeh Ɂolli ħâṣâl 

"Calm down and tell me what happened" 

3- Ahmed: biјoħʃor nafsu fi kol ħaaga teχoṣṣeni 

Ɂana ɁitχanaɁt 

"He interferes in everything that concerns me. I've 

had it." 

4- Karim: Ɂakiid howwa ʕaajez mâṣlâħtak ʕaadi 

zajjo zaј Ɂaј Ɂâb Ɂaw Ɂom ma ʕaјziin mâṣlâħet 

weladhom walla Ɂana batkallem Ɂaј kalaam 

"He surely wants what's good for you just like all 

parents who want what's good for their kids. Am I 

talking nonsense?" 

5- Ahmed: bas da miʃ maʕnaa Ɂenu јedaχalni 

kolleјet Ɂeltegârâ wi Ɂana ʕaјez Ɂadχol Ɂelseјaaħa 
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"But this doesn't mean that he makes me join the 

faculty of commerce although I want to join the faculty 

of tourism." 

6- Karim: ʁarriba Ɂenta Ɂolteli Ɂabl keda Ɂenu 

mowaafiɁ Ɂennak tedχol kolleјet Ɂelseјaaħa Ɂeeh Ɂelli 

ħâṣâl 

"Strange, you told me before that he agreed to let 

you join the faculty of tourism, what happened?" 

7- Ahmed: ʁâjjâr râɁɁju fi јoom wi lela 

"He changed his mind over night" 

8- Karim: leeh 

"Why?" 

9- Ahmed: ʕaјezni Ɂasaʕdu fi Ɂelʃerka lamma 

Ɂâtχârrâg 

"He wants me to help him in the company when I 

graduate." 

10- Karim: Ɂakiid ʃaaјef Ɂin keda Ɂaħsan 

"He surely believes that this is better." 

11- Ahmed: bas bârdu howwa ʁalṭâân wi miʃ ṣâħ 

Ɂenu јefreḍ ʕalaјјa ħaaga Ɂana miʃ ʕaјezha 
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"But still he is mistaken and it is not right to force 

me to do something I don't want." 

12- Karim: ṭâјјeb ħaawel tetkalem maʕaa taani wi 

teqneʕu bi raɁјak wi Ɂesmaʕ weghet nâẓâru јemken 

waaħed menkom јeɁdar јeqneʕ Ɂeltaani bi weghet 

nâẓâru Ɂaw tewṣâlu leħal wâsâṭ 

"Ok, try to talk to him again and convince him of 

your opinion, and listen to his viewpoint. May be one of 

you will be able to convince the other of his viewpoint or 

you might reach a compromise." 

13- Ahmed: miʃ ħaјgiib nattiga laɁenu ʕenadi wi 

moṣâmim јeχalliini ɁaɁadim waraɁi fi Ɂeltegârâ 

"This will be useless because he is stubborn and 

insists on making me present my papers in the faculty 

of commerce." 

14- Karim: miʃ ʕaarif ɁaɁollak Ɂeeh 

"I don't know what to tell you." 

15- Ahmed: maafiiʃ ħaaga tetɁaal howwa biјħeb 

јeʕmel Ɂelli howwa ʃaјfu ṣâħ wi miʃ mohem Ɂelli Ɂana 

ʕaјzu Ɂaw baħebu 
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"There's nothing to be said. He likes to do what he 

believes is correct and what he wants, and it doesn't 

matter what I want or like."  

 

Adolescent Native English Speakers 

Conversation (4) 

1- Maria: Hey guys, did you manage to do the 

Arabic homework well? 

2- Kara: couldn't finish it. 

3- Tom: Can't say I did it really well. I don't think 

any of us got the whole lecture but maybe [ 

4- Maria:                                               [may be the 

teacher didn't cover the lesson well. 

5- Kara: No, I can't blame her. She did a good job. 

You're not being fair, Maria. Remember, you couldn't 

concentrate well the other day coz you weren't feeling 

well. 

6- Maria: but she skipped some parts and I don't 

remember she made it clear why she did so. 
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7- Tom: What you're saying isn't true. Sally is 

right; she said these parts weren't important but she 

explained everything else. 

8- Kara: And she did a couple of exercises on the 

parts she explained.  

9- Maria: True but most of our answers in class 

were incorrect.  

10- Tom: But she explained why our answers were 

incorrect and said the correct ones. 

11- Maria: Anyway let's just forget the homework 

and all this stuff. What's the plan for the weekend? 

 

Conversation (5) 

1- Emma: Glad it's break time. 

2- Jane: Yeah 

3- Emma: But what I need is not a break between 

classes. I need a break from Julia, my special 

roommate, my beloved roommate. 

4- Jane: What do you mean? 

5- Emma: I've had it with her. She's such a pain in 

the neck, a really messy person.  
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6- Jane: Come on, tell me about it. I know, you 

told me before she's not very nice but messy? What 

happened? 

7- Emma: She always leaves the place in a mess; 

the kitchen, the bathroom, the living room and the 

bedroom are all so untidy and messy.  And whenever I 

tell her that we need to divide the labor and clean our 

flat at least once a week, she just says "we'll see". She's 

a real snob. 

8- Jane: You know, I didn't like the way she 

behaved the day we went out for dinner. She was so 

snobbish. 

9- Emma: And she always pretends to be a know-

it-all. 

10- Jane: Why don't you move out next term? 

11- Emma: That would be a good idea. 

 

Conversation (6) 

1- Clara: I'm so down, Laura. 

2- Laura: It shows on your face. What's up? 
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3- Clara: Things are just getting worse between me 

and Tim. He's become so unbearable. 

4- Laura: You didn't have another quarrel, did 

you? 

 5- Clara: It was nothing serious but it's just that 

we don't seem to be getting along anymore. 

6- Laura: But you love him and you always said he 

was nice. 

7- Clara: He is nice. The problem is that 

sometimes he acts in a strange way, you know. 

8- Laura: How so?  

9- Clara: He's just not the kind, loving, tender guy 

I loved 3 years ago. Something has changed about him. 

10- Laura: like? 

11- Clara: He's starting to be stiff, bossy, you 

know, angry all the time. 

12- Laura: Why don't you ask him what's wrong? 

13- Clara: No good. It won't work. Things are just 

so messed up between us. We don't seem to click 

anymore. 
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Adult Egyptian Speakers 

Conversation (7) 

1- Amira: ʃaklik mitdaaјiɁ fi ħaaga ħâṣâlit walla 

Ɂeeh 

"You look upset. Did anything go wrong?" 

2- Suzy: Ɂembaariħ lamma ʕamalt Ɂelʁada medħat 

mârâḍâʃ јaakul wi di miʃ Ɂawil mârâ јeʕmil keda 

"Yesterday, when I cooked lunch, Medhat refused 

to eat, and this isn't the first time he does this." 

3- Amira: leeh da kaan daјman beјħeb ṭâbiiχik 

"Why? He always liked your cooking" 

4- Suzy: Ɂaјwa bas Ɂommu gat Ɂaʕadit ʕandena 

ʃâhr kaamil wi min waɁtaha taṣârofato Ɂetʁâјârit wi 

mabaɁaaʃ fi ħaaga Ɂaʕmelha teʕgebu 

"Yes but his mother stayed in our place for a 

whole month, and since then his attitude changed and 

he started to dislike anything I do." 

5- Amira: Ɂeeh Ɂelkalaam da Ɂentu Ɂelli јeʃofku 

maјeɁolʃ Ɂin baɁalku set siniin mitgawiziin tâṣârofatku 

kaanit zaј Ɂelʕariis wi Ɂelʕaruusa jeẓhâr Ɂenoku 

Ɂetħasadu 
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"What's this talk? Whoever sees you wouldn't ever 

think that you've been married for six years. You 

always behaved like a bride and a bridegroom. It seems 

you've been envied." 

6- Suzy: la ħasad wala ħaaga Ɂomu heјјa sabab kol 

Ɂelmaʃaakil di ʃiṭâân ħaɁiɁii 

"It's not envy or anything. His mom is the cause of 

all problems. She's a real devil." 

7- Amira: Ɂizaaј 

"How?" 

 8- Suzy: mabâṭâliʃ nâqd lilɁakl wi tanḍiifi lilbeet 

wi ʃoʁli ħatta dalaʕi liwlaadi miʃ ʕagibha 

"She kept criticizing everything; my cooking, 

cleaning of the house, and my job. She didn't even like 

the way I pamper my kids." 

9- Amira: ʕeeb ʕalehaa 

"Shame on her" 

10- Suzy: we tisadaɁi bitɁolu howwa Ɂelli 

beteʕmelu da Ɂakl walla da tanḍiif heјјa leeh bitʃtaʁal 

di ʕamlak dada lamma teruuħ Ɂelʃoʁl 
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"And she tells him 'Is this food? Is this cleaning? 

Why does she work? She makes you a babysitter when 

she goes to work.' Can you believe it?" 

11- Amira: mâjṣâħiʃ teɁuul keda 

"She shouldn't say this." 

12- Suzy: wi kamaan bitɁolu Ɂeni Ɂaʕat ʕala 

Ɂelkorsi wi râfâʕt regli ʕala Ɂeltarâbeeza fi weʃha 

"She also tells him that I sat on the chair and put 

my leg on the table before her face." 

13- Amira: wi da kalaam ħad јesadaɁu di keda 

betwaɁaʕ beenik wi beenu wi beteχreb Ɂelbeet 

"Nobody would believe this talk. She's driving a 

wedge between you and your husband and destroying 

the house." 

14- Suzy: ʕaʃaan keda rabena masabhaaʃ 

"Because of this, God punished her." 

15- Amira: Ɂizzaј 

"How?" 

16- Suzy: wi heјјa ṭâlʕâ Ɂelsellim fi betha waɁaʕit 

wi regleeha Ɂetqâsârit 
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"While she was going up the stairs in her house, 

she fell and broke her leg." 

17- Amira: Ɂâlâhomma laa ʃamaata bas da ʕeqââb 

râbena liiha 

"O God! No schadenfreude but this is God's 

punishment to her." 

18- Suzy: ʕârâfit teχdaʕ Ɂelkol 

"She knew how to deceive everybody." 

19- Amira: ṣâħiiħ kaanit tebaan ṭâјeba bas ṭâlâʕit 

"True. She seemed to be kind but turned out to 

 be [" 

20- Suzy: bas ṭâlâʕit ʃâṣeјјa baʃiʕa rabena јekfiiki 

ʃârrâha wi ʃâ Ɂamsalha 

"but turned out to be a horrible person. May God 

protect you from her wickedness and the wickedness of 

her likes."  

 

Conversation (8) 

1- Dr. Ayman: Ɂembaariћ Ɂeldoktoor meħamad 

ʕamal mawqif makontiʃ Ɂataχaјјal Ɂenu јeʕmelu  
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"Yesterday Dr. Mohamed did something I never 

thought he would do." 

2- Dr. Yehia: ɁelћaɁiiɁa Ɂelli ʕamalu fi maglis 

Ɂelkolleјa ɁelɁosbuuʕ Ɂelli faat kefaaјa  

"Actually, what he did in the faculty council 

meeting last week is enough." 

3- Dr. Ayman: laɁ ʕamal mâwqif taani maʕaaja 

Ɂana ʃâṣeјan kont lessa badiɁ moћâḍreti wi fagɁa laɁeet 

doktoor meћamad biјχâbâṭ ʕalaјјa wiјeɁolli Ɂenni 

waaχid Ɂelqâʕâ betaʕtu 

"No, he did another thing with me personally. I 

was just starting my lecture and suddenly the door 

knocked and it was Dr. Mohamed telling me that I've 

taken his hall." 

4- Dr. Yehia: Ɂizzaј hejja miʃ qâʕâât 

Ɂelmoћâḍârâât metwazaʕa ʕala ɁelɁâqsaam min Ɂawil 

Ɂelterm howwa daјman keda χaalif toʕraf 

"How is that? Aren't the lecture halls distributed 

among the departments from the beginning of the 

term? He always acts differently from others." 

5- Dr. Ayman: belẓâbt keda 

"Exactly" 
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6- Dr. Yehia: wi ʕamalt Ɂeeh 

"And what did you do?" 

7- Dr. Ayman: Ɂoltelu Ɂin Ɂelqâʕâ betaʕti 

binaaɁan ʕala tawziiʕ Ɂelqâʕâât Ɂelli ɁettafaɁat ʕaleeh 

kol ɁelɁâqsaam fi ɁelɁigtemaʕ Ɂelli ʕamalu wikiil 

Ɂelkolleјa leʃoɁuun Ɂelṭollâb wi Ɂin qesmu howwa 

Ɂelqesm Ɂelwaћiid Ɂelli maћâḍârʃ momasiliin ʕannu 

"I told him that the hall is mine according to the 

distribution that was decided upon by all the 

departments in the meeting held by the vice dean for 

students' affairs. I also told him that his department 

was the only one from which there were no 

representatives in the meeting." 

8- Dr. Yehia: ṭâbʕân Ɂelkalaam da majeʕgaebhuuʃ 

"Of course, he wouldn't like this talk." 

9- Dr. Ayman: ṭâbʕân laɁ 

"Of course not." 

10- Dr. Yehia: wi kaan Ɂeeh râd feʕlu 

"And what was his reaction?" 

11- Dr. Ayman: Ɂalli Ɂenu maaʃi ʕala Ɂeltawziiʕ 

Ɂelli mâḍâ ʕaleeh Ɂelʕamiid Ɂabl keda 
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"He told me that he is following the distribution 

that the dean signed before." 

12- Dr. Yehia: da ʃâχṣ mostafiz Ɂeltawziiʕ 

ɁelɁadiim da miʃ moqâddâs wi momkin jetʁâјјâr 

"He's a provocative person. The old distribution is 

not holy and can be changed." 

13- Dr. Ayman: ma Ɂana lamma Ɂoltelu Ɂin 

Ɂeltawziiʕ Ɂetʁâјјâr laɁetu biјɁuul lelṭâlâbâ bituuʕu 

ɁoɁafu Ɂoddaam maktab wikiil Ɂelkolleјa leʃoɁuun 

Ɂelṭollââb wi Ɂefḍâlu waɁfiin hinaak leћad ma јeћel 

Ɂelmoʃkela wi law Ɂelјoom Ɂentaha min ʁeer 

Ɂelmoʃkela tetћal hanaxod Ɂelmoћâḍrâ ɁelɁosbuuʕ 

Ɂelgaj filṭorɁa Ɂelli Ɂoddam Ɂilqâʕâ betaʕetna 

"When I told him that the distribution has 

changed, he told his students to go and stand in front of 

the office of the vice dean for students' affairs and to 

remain standing there till the problem is solved, and if, 

by the end of the day, the problem is not solved, they'll 

take the lecture in the corridor in front of the hall." 

14- Dr. Yehia: Ɂeeh da tâћriiḍ ṣâriiћ da Ɂakiid 

moχχo ḍârâb 
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"What? This is clear instigation. He must have lost 

his mind." 

15- Dr. Ayman: biјetẓââhir beɁenu ʃâχṣ sawragi wi 

bejdâwwâr ʕala ћaɁu Ɂaw Ɂelli howwa fakir Ɂenu ћaɁu 

"He pretends to be a rebellious person who is 

looking for his right or rather what he thinks is his 

right." 

16- Dr. Yehia: beʁâḍ Ɂelnâẓâr ʕan kono ћaɁu Ɂaw 

miʃ ћaɁu howwa miʃ ʕaarif Ɂin Ɂostaaz Ɂilgamʕa qodwa 

"Regardless of what is or is not his right. Doesn't 

he know that a university professor is an example?" 

17- Dr. Ayman: da majeʕrâfʃ ћaaga ʕan Ɂelqodwa 

wi Ɂelqejam Ɂelgameʕeјјa 

"He knows nothing about exemplary behavior and 

university values." 

18- Dr. Yehia: ʕeeb Ɂawi Ɂelli ʕamalu da 

"What he did is so disgraceful." 

19- Dr. Ayman: râbena јeћdi 

"May God grant him guidance."  
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Conversation (9) 

1-Ashraf: badaɁt Ɂagahez feluus Ɂelderuus 

Ɂelχoṣoseјјa betaaʕet Ɂelʃâћr Ɂelgaј 

"I started to prepare the money for next month's 

private lessons". 

2- Samar: ṭâb Ɂeʕmel ћesaabak Ɂin misṭâr 

maћmuud modarres Ɂelʕârâbi ʕaaјez јedi magmuuʕet 

Ɂaћmad ћeṣâṣ zeјaada Ɂelʃâћr Ɂelgaј 

"Ok, take into consideration that mister 

Mahmoud, the Arabic teacher, wants to give Ahmed's 

group extra lessons next month." 

3- Ashraf: taani Ɂelrââgel da zaј Ɂelmoknesa 

Ɂelqâhrâbaʕeјa kol ʃowaјјa јeʃfoṭ feluus 

"Again! This man is like a vacuum cleaner; he 

absorbs money every now and then." 

4- Samar: laɁ miʃ kol ʃowaјјa 

"No, not every now and then." 

5- Ashraf: howwa miʃ ʕamal keda Ɂelʃâhr Ɂelli faat 

"Didn't he do so last month? 

6- Samar: Ɂelʃâhr Ɂelli faat Ɂaћmad Ɂaχad ћeṣâṣ 

zeјaada fi ɁelɁengliizi Ɂelʃâhr Ɂelgaј baɁolak misṭâr 
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maћmuud modarres Ɂelʕârâbi howwa Ɂelli ʕaaјez јedi 

Ɂelwelaad ћeṣâṣ zeјaada 

"Last month, Ahmed took extra lessons in English. 

I'm telling you next month Mr. Mahmoud, the Arabic 

teacher, is the one who wants to give the kids extra 

lessons." 

7- Ashraf: wi leeh ћeṣâṣ zeјaada miʃ Ɂaћmad maaʃi 

kowaјјes fi Ɂelʕârâbi 

"Why the need for extra lessons? Isn't Ahmed 

doing fine in Arabic?" 

8- Samar: biјɁuul Ɂin Ɂelṭâlâbâ fi magmuuʕet 

Ɂaћmad mostawaahom ḍâʕiif wi meћtagiin jetmârânu 

zeјaada 

"He says that students in Ahmed's group are weak 

and need to practice more." 

9- Ashraf: χâlâṣ јenɁel Ɂaћmad le magmuuʕa tanјa 

mostawaaha Ɂaћsan min Ɂelmagmuuʕa Ɂelli howwa 

fiiha 

"Then tell him to move Ahmed to another group 

that's better than the one he's in now." 
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10- Samar: majenfaʕʃ wi misṭâr maћmuud ʕandu 

ћaɁ laɁin dârâgât Ɂaћmad fi Ɂaχer Ɂemtaћaan kaanit 

weћʃa 

"This won't do and Mr. Mahmoud is right because 

Ahmed got a bad mark in the last test." 

11- Ashraf: howwa laazim jegiib Ɂeldârâgâ 

ɁelnehaɁeјјa ʕalaʃaan mostawaa maјebɁaaʃ ḍâʕiif wi 

biṣârâћâ Ɂelmodarres da Ɂisteʁlaali  

"Must he get the full mark so as not to be 

considered weak? And frankly, this teacher is a 

profiteer." 

12- Samar: bas howwa ʃââṭer wi ʕaajez јeћasin 

mostawa Ɂaћmad miʃ laɁenu biјћebu wa Ɂenama laɁinu 

ћâriiṣ Ɂin ṭâlâbtu јegiibu dârâgâât ʕalјa fi 

ɁelɁemtaћaan ʕaʃaan јeћââfiz ʕala somʕetu kamodarres 

χoṣuuṣi 

"But he's clever and wants to improve Ahmed's 

level not because he likes him but because he's keen on 

making his students get high marks in the final exam as 

he wants to keep his reputation as a private teacher." 

13- Ashraf: Ɂana miʃ mowafɁik Ɂelrââgil da 

nâṣââb kol ʃowaјјa јeʕmel Ɂemtaћanaat wi јeddi 
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Ɂelṭâlâbâ dârâgâât ḍâʕiifa wi jeɁuul lilɁahaali Ɂin 

weladhom meћtagiin ћeṣâṣ zeјaada 

"I don't agree. This guy is a swindler; every now 

and then he examines the students, gives them bad 

marks and tells the parents that their kids need extra 

lessons." 

14- Samar: da miʃ ṣâћiiћ Ɂelli biјeћṣâl Ɂin fi ṭâlâbâ 

bitgiib dârâgâât ḍâʕiifa bas kamaan fi bigiibu dârâgâât 

kowaјјesa Ɂawi 

"This is not true. What happens is that some kids 

get weak marks but there are also those who get very 

good marks." 

15- Ashraf: kaam ṭââlib Ɂakiid ʕadad ṣoʁâјјâr 

"How many students? A small number for sure. 

16- Samar: Ɂelmodarres da somʕetu mesamaʕa wi 

Ɂelmohim Ɂin fi ṭâlâbâ bitgiibu fi Ɂemtaћanatu 

dârâgâât kowaјјesa wi bitgiib fi ɁelɁimtaћaan 

ɁelnehaaɁi kamaan dârâgâât ʕalјa gidan 

"This teacher has a good reputation. What matters 

is that there are students who get good marks in his 

tests and also get very high marks in the final exam." 
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17- Ashraf: Ɂenti metћamesaalu gidan kaɁin mafiiʃ 

modarres zaju ma Ɂelmodaresiin Ɂelkowaјјesiin kitiir 

"You're an ardent supporter of him as if there's no 

teacher like him. There are so many good teachers." 

18- Samar: Ɂelmodaresiin Ɂelkowaјјesiin kitiir bas 

Ɂelmodarres da somʕetu kowaјјesa Ɂawi wi baʕdeen 

Ɂenta motaћaamil ʕaleeh gidan 

"There are so many good teachers but this one has 

a very good reputation. You're not fair to the guy." 

19- Ashraf: laɁeni ʃaajef Ɂenu Ɂintehaazi wi 

bijaχod feluus kitiir 

"Because I believe he's an opportunist and takes a 

lot of money." 

20- Samar: Ɂelћamdolila Ɂenena Ɂadriin nedfaʕ 

Ɂelmohim Ɂelnatiiga 

"Thank god we can afford it. The result is what 

matters." 

21- Ashraf: wi natiiget Ɂenu bijoʃfot Ɂelfeluus min 

Ɂelṭâlâbâ Ɂenu raakib ʕârâbeјјa gidiida Ɂaћdas ћaaga 
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"And the result of absorbing money from the 

students is that he has a new car that's of the latest 

model." 

22- Samar: ɁelɁarzaaɁ di min râbena 

"Blessings are from God." 

 23- Ashraf: Ɂenti kol Ɂelli јehemek Ɂin Ɂelwalad 

jaχod Ɂelћeṣâṣ Ɂelzeјaada 

"All what matters to you is that the boy takes the 

extra lessons." 

24- Samar: ʕaʃaan ʕaјza mâṣlâћtu 

"Because I want what is good for him." 

 

Adult Native English Speakers 

Conversation (10) 

1- Lesley: Are you still thinking about Dorothy? 

2- Margaret: Yeah, she's been through too much at 

such an early age. Poor thing! 

3- Lesley: Well, she's the one to blame. What could 

a woman like in a man like Steve? I just don't get it. He 

was a real misfit. 
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4- Margaret: True. Personally, I always thought so 

and never actually liked him. 

5- Lesley: But you never said anything. Don't you 

think that's strange? 

6- Margaret: No, I couldn't have said anything coz 

she loved him, but I always noticed he was so arrogant 

and showy and untrustworthy. 

7- Lesley: That's what I don't understand. He's not 

even attractive, you know, his scruffy hair, shabby 

clothes, everything everything. 

8- Margaret: Believe it or not, that's what she liked 

about him and she always told me he's the sort of man 

most women would go for, and that he's so handsome 

and hot and different. 

9- Lesley: Well, he is different. And does she still 

think he's hot after all what she's been through and 

after the divorce? 

10- Margaret: She just can't stand him and she's 

like "Oh God, why did I do this?" She keeps regretting 

getting married to this miser guy. 

11- Lesley: But has he always been miser? I mean, 

is this how he was like when she first got to know him? 
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12- Margret: I guess so but love is blind, you know. 

13- Lesley: yeah and how was it like after he left 

his job? 

14- Margaret: Gosh! Things just got worse. They 

quarreled all the time and he started to beat her and 

took her money and being his mother's [        

15- Lesley:         [spoiled brat 

16- Margaret: Exactly 

17- Lesley: I'm really sorry for Dorothy. 

 

Conversation (11) 

1- Kate: Goodness, that's a beautiful place. I love 

it. 

2- Freddie: Yeah, me too and the people are very 

kind. 

3- Kate: Not all of them. The seller in the first 

bazaar is a bit too greedy. 

4- Freddie: Don't pass judgments so easily. He was 

nice and friendly. 

5- Kate: I'm saying what I think. The statue of 

King Tut was so expensive and it was a small statue. 
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6- Freddie: But the prices of the other stuff in the 

bazaar were ok. 

7- Kate: I don't see this. 

8- Freddie: And I don't see that his prices are very 

different from those of the sellers in the other bazaars. 

9- Kate: Even if they aren't very different, his 

prices are still higher and to me this makes him greedy. 

10- Freddie: Calm down, we didn't buy anything 

from him anyway. 

11- Kate: Because he was so hard-headed and 

wouldn't cut down the price of anything we wanted to 

buy. 

12- Freddie: But he was welcoming. 

13- Kate: No, he wasn't genuine. He's a clever 

actor. 

14- Freddie: He's a clever guy and was simply 

trying to sell us some souvenirs. 

15- Kate: You mean he was trying to force us to 

buy some exceptionally expensive and not very special 

souvenirs. You are easily deceived by appearances. 
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16- Freddie: Not true, my dear. I just take things 

easy. You're taking it too hard. 

17- Kate: You didn't see his nasty reaction when 

we walked away without buying anything. 

18- Freddie: What did he do? 

19- Kate: He changed his seemingly nice way of 

treating tourists and pulled a face and murmured and 

pouted. 

20- Freddie: That's rude. 

21- Kate: So you're starting to agree 

22- Freddie: of course. 

23- Kate: and apart from his expensive prices, he 

doesn't have enough variety. 

24- Freddie: You're right. His shop is a bit small 

and there isn't a lot of varieties. 

25- Kate: Thanks! 

 

Conversation (12) 

1- Jackie: You look so upset. What's the matter? 

2- Barbara: Well, I'm worried about Mark. 
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3- Jackie: Yeah, I can understand. 

4- Barbara: He just can't cope with his father's 

loss. 

5- Jackie: Poor thing! He loved him so much and 

was so close to him. 

6- Barbara: And he can't believe he's gone forever, 

and it's starting to affect him badly. 

7- Jackie: I know he was so down and had such a 

bleak view about life. 

8- Barbara: And he wouldn't speak to anybody. 

That's why I thought of coming to Egypt, you know, 

just to try to help him get out of this mood. I know how 

much he loves Egypt. 

9- Jackie: That's a good idea and I can see he's 

enjoying the trip. 

10- Barbara: But before we came here, his teacher 

told me he started to be aggressive and rude with the 

other kids in school. 

11- Jackie: What? That's bad and it's very unlike 

him. He's becoming a troublemaker. 

12- Barbara: I don't know what to do. 
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13- Jackie: Why don't you make him see a 

psychiatrist? 

14- Barbara: I suppose you're right.   


